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from surgery,heartattack,or seriousillnessare often
Criticallyill patientsrecovering
placedin specialintensive-care
In
unitswheretheirvitalsignscan be watchedconstantly.
information
attached
to eachpatientrelayvital-sign
theseunits,electronic
bedsidemonitors
Thepatientinformation
to a centralstationor patientinformation
centeratthenurses'station.
audibleandvisualalarmsif
centerassiststhehospitalstaffin threeways.First,it generates
these
presetvital-signlimitsare exceeded.
lt's important
thatthe centralstationannounce

:,'.,emergencieswithout generatingtoo many false alarms-for example, when the patient
,,j# moves.The secondfunctionof the patientinformationcenteris to displaythe vitaFsigndata.
\t
By watchingthis data,the staffcan detectproblemsbeforethey reachthe alarmstage.Trendplotsmay also be
providedby the central stationto help guide the patient'streatment.The centralstation'sthird functionis to
providerecordingsof the electrocardiogram
and sometimesof blood pressure.Especiallyimportantis a record
of the few secondsjust before an alarm, which shows what kind of irregularityled to the alarm.
Most of this issue is devotedto the new Hewlett-Packard78500 Series PatientInformationCenters.These
new systemsmake many significantcontributionsto specialpatientcare,includingsimplifiedoperation,sharper
displays,noticeablyreducedlalse alarms,a waveformmemorythat stores patientdata when severalalarms
threewaveformrecordingchoicesfor each patient,optionaltrend displaysand improved
occursimultaneously,
pressure processing,and four levels of self test. Not only does this new equipment test and diagnose
itself,but when some partsfail, otherstake over theirfunctionsto minimizethe impactof the failureon system
operation.The 78500 Series is compatiblewith all existingHP bedsidemonitors,and thanks to the decreasing cost of smaller,more powerfulintegratedcircuits,it costs no more than HP centralslationsintroducedten
yearsago.The 78500Seriesis compactand can be installedeitherin HP cabinetsor in cabinetsof the hospital's
own design.Our cover showsthe 78500 installationat WoodlandMemorialHospitalin Woodland,California.
The article on page 29 discusses the design of a software package that allows HP 3000 Computers to
communicateeasily with large IBM mainframecomputers.Most small-computermanufacturersoffer similar
programs,called"3270 emulators"becausethe large mainframecomputerthinks it's talkingto an IBM 3270
terminalcontrol unit. lMU3000 representsa real contributionto this field. lt takes care of the low-leveldetails
communications.
and makes it easy to set up HP-to-lBMprogram-to-program
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PatientMonitoringEnhancedby
New CentralStation
Multi-microprocesso
r architectureand a new integrateddisplay
provide
concept
more patrentdata, fewer false alarms,
internalself-tesls
and extensiverecordingcapabilitiesin an
easy-to-op erate sy stem .
by TimothyB. Blanckeand LarryL. Nielsen
HE NEW 78500 SERIES Patient Information Centers (PICs), Fig. 1, provide a wide range of patient
monitoring data at the nurses' station of patient-care
units. The combination of a multi-microprocessor architecture and a new display technology makes it possible to
display a flexible mixture of smooth waveforms, alphanumerics, and graphics on a single cathode-ray tube [CRT).
This saves valuable space at the nurses' station and presents all the information at a glance.
What PlCs Do
Patient monitoring systems usually consist of two types
of equipment-bedside
monitors and central station
monitors. Bedside monitors are connected to various transducers that measure the physiological status ofthe patient.
For example, an extremely sick patient in a surgical intensive care unit might be monitored for:
r Heart rate, rhythm and wave shape (ECG)

r Arterial, pulmonary and venous blood pressures
* Blood flow (cardiac output)
w Internal body temperature
' Respiration rate
* Respiratory carbon dioxide.
As the patient progresses towards good health the
number of monitored variables is decreased for patient
comfort as quickly as practical because some of these measurements require the insertion of tubes or wires into the
patient. Eventually, only the electrical heart functions
(ECG) are measured using electrodes attached to the patient's chest. If the patient is ambulatory, a small portable
telemetry transmitter may be used to send the patient's ECG
to a central station for monitoring.
Many hospitals have several kinds of care units (e.g.,
surgical intensive-care unit, coronary-care unit, and
progressive-careunit). These units use bedside monitors of
varying degrees of complexity. A patient getting better
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Fig. 1. Ihe 78500-SeriesPatient
lnformationCentersare advanced
central monitoring systems designed for user conveniencein a
hospitalenvironment.Thesemodular mtcroprocessor-based
systems have increased reliability
through comprehenstveselltestlngand can be easily expanded to meet future monitoilng
requirements.
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might be moved from one kind of unit to another.A patient
who has suffereda heart attack might spend five days in a
coronary-careunit and then ten more days in a progressivecare unit,
The central station monitoring equipment receives information from the bedside monitors and uses it for three
purposes:
1.. Alarms. Somevariables,such as heart rate, can change
very quickly, putting the patient'slife in jeopardyunless
corrective action is taken within three or four minutes,
Audible and visual annunciation of these eventsis provided by the central station. Often, false alarms are
sounded-generally becausethe patient moves,causing
noisy signals (artifacts)to be sent to the PIC.The number
of falsealarmscan be significantly reducedwith modern
signal-processingtechniques.
2. Observationof patient status. Many variablesneedto be
observed to prescribe the most appropriate care for a
patient. Some,such asthe ECGwave,may alsobe usedto
check on the accuracy or the urgency of the automatic
alarms. The ECG wave is watched to spot developing
irregularities that are not drastic enough to cause an
alarm, but need to be treated before they do.
While it is important to know the instantaneous vital
signs to treat life-threateningconditions, it is also good
medical practice to observethe trends in the patient's
vital signs and to correct them before anything serious
develops.This is sometimescalled "giving the patient a
smooth ride." Many trends are very slow, requiring several hours for a vital sign to changesignificantly. Trend
plots of vital signs can be provided by the PIC to aid in
guiding the patient's therapy.
3. Documentation. Most central stations provide a stripchart recording of the ECG.When an alarm occurs,the
recorder automatically provides documentation of the
alarm event, and records the patient's ECG that caused
the alarm. A waveform storageelement delays the ECG
wave for about ten secondsso that it is possibleto record
the momentary event that triggered the alarm. Manually
requested recordings are often made every few hours
and comparedwith earlierECGrecordingsso that subtle
changescan be detectedas they develop.
In some cases,it is helpful to make a combined twochannelrecording ofthe ECGand blood-pressurewaves,
becausethe combination gives an overall picture of the
heart's elechical and mechanical activity.
Also, if the central station hasthe capability to display
vital signs or trend plots, it is convenient to have a
hard-copy device to provide a permanent record for the
patient's files.
The purpose of all PICsis to provide a central location for
observing and recording the physiological data and alarm
information from a number of patients. If a PIC is to be
effectiveit must fulfill this purposefor all types of hospital
users.Physicians,nurses,clerks, and support technicians
all play a role and must feel that it is easyto enter,retrieve,
and use desired information. To be viewed as a friend and
not as an adversary,the system must respond quickly to
user inquiries while maintaining a constant surveillance
and display of essentialdata and alarms.The PIC must be
well-suited for the hospital environment by not requiring
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too much floor space, special temperature and humidity
controls, and special power. The system must be safe,quiet
and aesthetically pleasing.

The 78500PlCs
Efficient and economical handling of the wide range of
patient monitoring data is achieved by the design of two
basicversionsofthe new HP 78500SeriesPICs.The 78501A
PIC provides economical monitoring, display and recording capabilities for up to eight patients. It is intended
primarily for cardiac patients found in coronary-care,
progressive-careand telemetryunits. The 7B5O2APIC provides more extensivedisplay and recording capabilities,as
well as trend plots and hard-copyprinting, but for only four
patients. It is specially designed for higher-risk cardiac
patients and those suffering with both cardiac and
hemodynamic dysfunction. These patients are typically
found in intensive-careand surgical-careunits. When it is
necessaryto monitor more patients, up to four 785014/
7B5O2Asystemscan be combined to sharecommon recording and hard-copy facilities.
In addition to using much of the same hardware, both
systemsare designed to place the observation,annunciation and documentation functions at the user's fingertips.
All normal observationand documentation functions are
provided by the use of eight softkeys and two dedicated
control keys.Thesekeys are conveniently locatedalong the
right-hand portion of the CRT display. The softkeys are
controls that have different functions at different times.
Labelsdescribingthe current functions of all activesoftkeys
are always shown on the CRT screennext to the keys. Only
occasionally will the door on the display unit need to be
openedto allow accessto six additional dedicatedcontrols.
Observation
The 785014 PIC monitors and compactly displays the
ECG waveforms and heart-rateinformation for eight patients.The primary or standarddisplay usedfor observation
is shown in Fig. 2. This data format is displayed after
power-on and wheneverthe STANDARD
key is pressed.This
format shows four secondsof real time ECGwaveform, the
accompanying heart-rate or alarm information, and, if

Fig. 2. Standard monitoringdisplayfor 785014systemshows
cardiac data for up to eight patients.

Fig.3. Standard monttorrngdrsplayfor 785024syslernshows
cardtac and hemodynamicdata fot up to four patients.
blood-pressure monitoring is active, the corresponding
pressure parameter (systolic/diastolic pressure for the P1
pressure site and mean pressure for the P2 pressure site).
The 7B5O2A PIC has many displays that are specially
structured for the presentation and observation of data. Like
the 785014, the standard display (Fig. 3) is normally the
resting display. Six seconds of real-time ECG waveform and
a large-character display of the associated heart rate (and

VPB* rate if arrhythmia monitoring is available) are shown
for each active patient. Whenever they are available, the
systolic and diastolic blood pressure values are also given.
Like the 7B5OIA, the alarm information is given above the
respective ECG waveform display area.
The display shown in Fig. 4a is the result of pressing the
FREEZEkey on the 78502A PIC. For this display and all
7B5O2A PIC displays other than the standard display, the
ECG waveform duration is reduced from six seconds to four
seconds. This is done to free the right-hand portion of the
display for other display purposes, while retaining the important real-time monitoring activity. Thus, the real-time
waveforms and alarm information are constantly available
for observation regardless of the display of optional information. The right-hand portion of the freeze display is used
to display either the first or last four seconds of eight seconds of frozen ECG data. This allows study and/or
documentation (strip-chart recording) of any abnormal
heart beats that may have been observed by the user.
The remaining displays that are useful for observation are
accessible by using the vital-signs (VS) softkeys. A vitalsigns display is shown in Fig. 4b and is designed to give a
listing of all electronically gathered parameters and associated alarms for the selected patient. In addition to providing a quick glance at all parameters, an in-depth look at
*VPB stands ior ventrcllar premature beal. also caled

PVC

premalure ventrcular

contract on

Fig. 4. Additionaldisplaymodes that may be selectedon the 78502Asystemare (a) treeze,(b)
vital-signs,(c) long-trend,and (d) wave drsplays.
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the past and the present data for the selected patient can be
obtained via the softkeys within the vital-signs display.
They effectively open the right-hand portion of the display
into a series of detailed physiological displays that can be
evaluated to guide the care of critically ill patients.
A long-trend display, shown in Fig. 4c, is representative
of all trend displays. Either long trends (soft-configured for
either 9 or 24 hours) or short trends (90 minutes) may be
selected for observation and/or documentation.
The last display within the detailed physiologicaldisplay group is the wave display (Fig. d). In this display
the ECG and up to two other real-time waveforms for the
selected patient can be displayed.
Other displays that are used occasionally are the control
displays. The first of these is shown after the dedicated
control key is pressed. The cardio-control display is then
obtained for a selected patient by pressing a softkey. This
display is shown in Fig. 5 for the 785014 and is representative of both PICs. The softkey definitions for this display
mode allow adiustment of the cardiotach alarm limits.
When the patient's ECG is telemetered, controls for the
waveform size and bed on/off functions are provided
as illustrated. Another softkey turns alarms on or off for
that patient.

Fig.6. Whenan alarmor malfunction(inop)conditionoccurs,
approptiatemessagesare displayed A displaygivingtypical
alarm and advtsory messages for the 78501A system ls
shown.
(yellow patient alarm), and finally a continuous beep every
two seconds (yellow inop). Only the highest-priority-level
alarm will sound at any one time.

Documentation
Annunciation
The annunciation of alarms and inops (equipment malfunctions) is accomplished by (1) lighting an alarm lamp,
(2) writing a detailed alarm message in the patient's
common-display area, (3) sounding an appropriate alarm
and (+) optionally closing an alarm relay to trigger any
additional alarm indication such as a light in the hallway
outside the patient's room. A typical ZBb01A PIC display
with alarms and inops is shown in Fig. 6.
The alarm lamps (red, yellow and green) are located in
the upper right-hand corner of the PIC display unit. More
than one lamp will light if alarms of different levels exist for
different patients. Three sounds are used to announce
alarms. They vary, in order of decreasing priority level,
from a continuous chime every second (red patient alarm),
to a chime every two seconds for a period of fifteen seconds

Fig.5. Thecardio-controldisplaymode is used to changethe
alarm lrmitsfor the monitoredparameters.
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In addition to the audible and visual alarm indications
described above, a one or two-channel strip-chart recording
of the alarm waveform(s) is automatically initiated. If all
recorders are already busy recording earlier requests, a
snapshot of the alarm waveform is stacked (temporary storage of the data within internal memory] until a recorder
becomes available. At that time, the waveform(s), heart rate,
time-of-alarm and alarm messageare recorded as if they had
been recorded at the time of the alarm.
Manual recordings can be made for all active beds and the
record requests are queued in the order requested. The
recordings may be activated by the R softkey within the
standard, freeze and wave displays or at the patient's bedside. The recordings may be direct (real-time), delayed,
timed-run, or continuous (real-time).
In addition to the single or dual-channel strip-chart recordings, a graphics printer may be used to provide permanent recordings for patient files. A copy of the vital signs
display or any trend display may be obtained by depressing
the COPYsoftkey on the appropriate display. Also, a periodically scheduled or manually requested trend report may be
obtained for all long trends of a selected patient.
Instrument Building Blocks
A high degree of flexibility is provided so that systems
can be configured to satisfy a wide range of patient-care
needs. The basic set of instruments includes:
r 78510A Display Module
: 785114 Equipment Cabinet
: 78571,A Single-Channel Recorder
t 78572A Dual-Channel Recorder
r 98764 Thermal Printer.
An example of a configured system is shown in Fig. 7. A
78510A and 7B5t1,{ configuration can be used to accommodate either four heavily instrumented patients, or eight
lightly monitored patients. In large care units, as many as

four 78510A17851,1,A
combinations can be interconnected
to share a documentation bank of a printer and up to three
strip-chart recorders. On the other hand, as many as 24
patients (three 78510A/78511As) can share a single recorder. This is possible because the recorder burden is
minimized by an algorithmic heart-rate processor that produces far fewer false-alarm recordings, and by a recorder
memory facility that automatically stores alarm recordings
when the recorder is already busy.
To conserve space at the PIC the equipment cabinets
(which have no controls) can be located as far as 60 metres
from the displays and recorders. In addition, the 78510A
Display can be mounted in a variety of positions-on
the
wall, from the ceiling, or on a swivel mount.
The principal difference between the four and eightpatient systems is the configuration of processor subsystems within the equipment cabinet. The eight-patient system uses two identical bedside-interface subsystems (one
each for four patients) while the four-patient system uses
only one bedside interface and substitutes a trend subsystem for the second bedside interface. The four and eightpatient systems each use similar display and communications subsystems.
The heart of each subsystem is the common microprocessor board. This board contains a custom 16-bit silicon-onsapphire (SOS) microprocessor, sockets for eight read-only
memories (ROMs), and a custom HP-IB* interface chip
which makes it possible for a processor to talk with other
processors. By simply plugging in a different set of ROMs, a
single processor board can be made to perform the processing functions for any one of the four subsystems.
The commonality of instruments and processor subsystems within the equipment cabinet has produced many
benefits. Less hardware had to be designed. The use of
common hardware decreases manufacturing costs and
minimizes the number of spare parts that need to be stocked
in the field for service. And, if a hospital's monitoring needs
become more sophisticated, it is easy to upgrade a 78501A
system to a 78502A on-site.
Signal Flow in the Eight-Patient System
In the 78501A two bedside interfaces collect the information from eight bedsides, digitize the data and analyze the
ECG signals to produce heart-rate signals and alarms. This
information is passed on to the display subsystem and the
communication subsystem using the HP-IB. The display
subsystem stores this information for delayed recordings,
formats waveforms, alphanumerics and graphics for display, and generates a video signal for the 78510A display.
The communications subsystem controls the flow of information on the HP-IB and interfaces the equipment cabinet
with the recorders and the display's alarm lights and
sounds.
Signal Flow in the Four-Patient System
Signal flow in the four-patient 78502A is similar to that in
the eight-patient system, except for the trend subsystem
functions. In this case the patient's data is also sent to the
trend subsystem. The trend subsystem stores this information so that trend plots can be created for the displav and the
*HewlelfPackards mplementation
of IEEEStandard488 (1978).

optional printer. The same processor also derives systolic,
diastolic, and mean blood-pressure values by using digital
techniques. These results are more accurate than the pressure values derived by the analog processors in existing
bedside monitors. These blood-pressure values are used in
vital-signs displays, trend plots, and reports.
The Bedside lnterface Subsystem
A single bedside-interface subsystem connects with a
cable from each of four bedsides. Each bedside cable contains as many as fifteen analog signals representing
physiological parameters which may include several blood
pressures, ECG, heart rate, respiration, end-tidal CO2 and
temperature. Several other wires in the same cable carry
status information, such as alarm signals. Each bedside also
has its own ground wire to maintain a true differentialmeasurement system. This precaution is taken because significant common-mode ground-loop noise can exist between bedsides that are not supplied by the same local
power-distribution-grounding
system.
A major goal of the PIC is to make it possible for a nurse to
be able to interchange a wide variety of bedside monitors
without requiring any reconfiguration of the PIC. Thus, the
first task of the bedside interface is to ascertain what kind of
a bedside monitor it is connected to and then assign the
correct labels to the variables it will receive. This is accomplished by using one of the bedside wires to connect the
PIC to a resistor in the bedside monitor. The bedside interface measures the resistance value to identify the type of
equipment at the bedside. One bedside interface can be
connected to four different types of bedside monitors.
The eighty or so incoming physiological values and
status signals are then sampled and digitized at appropriate
rates by a 10-bit analog-.to-digital converter. ECG
waveforms are sampled every two milliseconds to maintain
the 0-100 Hz diagnostic bandwidth. At the other end of the
spectrum, slowly varying variables such as temperature are
sampled every four seconds. All this information is labeled
by the bedside interface processor and made available to the
other processors through the HP-IB.
A second function provided by the bedside interface processor is the analysis of each patient's ECG wave to provide
the corresponding value ofheart rate. The heart rate is then
compared with alarm limit values set at the PIC. Because the
algorithm used to derive the heart rate is quite sophisticated
(see article on page 23) the PIC produces accurate data and
few false alarms. A field trial with ambulatory patients
wearing telemetry transmitters in a progressive-care unit
showed that false heart-rate alarms were reduced by a factor
greater than five when compared with older analog cardiotachometers. This reduction in false alarms is significant to the nursing staff, which finds false alarms very
frustrating. Another benefit is the reduced consumption of
recorder paper, because every false alarm initiates an unnecessary recording.

Display Subsystem
The display subsystemcontains most of the intelligent
featuresperceived by the user. The main functions of the
display subsystemare to
r Format data for presentationand generatethe video signal for the 78510ADisplav
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r Provide system control functions through softkey interaction with the user. and
r Provide a data delay and storagecapability for waveform
recordings.
Display formats are provided to meet various medical
needs.Eachformat is a mixture of waveforms,graphics,and
alphanumerics. It is the formatting power of the display
subsystemthat makes it possible to present a wide variety of
quickly comprehensibleinformation in a limited display
area.
The alphanumeric capability of the display also makes
the implementation of softkeycontrols possible.Only eight
softkeys are needed to implement the following control
functions for four or eight patients:
r Select display frames
r Initiate recordings and operate the printer
r Set cardiotach upper and lower alarm limits
r Reset alarms
r Adjust the amplitude of the ECG waveform from telemetry receiver
r Initiate/terminate trend plots.
The logic to display a suitable set of control labels for
every situation is contained within the display processor.
Before arriving at a decision concerning the appropriate
control labelsto be displayed,the processormust also consider various factors which are not constant, such as
r Which bedsides are active?
r What data is available from each bedside?
r Current alarm situation for each patient?
r Availability of one and two-channel recorders?
r Availability of printer?
No labels are provided for inactive controls. Although a
formidable amount of logic is required to accomplish
softkey control, the small number of user controls and the
responsivenessof the display make the system seem
friendly and easy to learn. The integration of the control

function with the information display also savesspaceby
boncentratingall user activity into one area.
The display subsystem has two output subsectionsSuperasterfor waveforms, and a conventional 300 x 260
picture-element bit map for alphanumerics and graphics.
Waveformscannot be satisfactorilydisplayed by a bit map
of this size. The medical community expectswaveformsto
appear as smooth curves, and not to-exhibit a "connectl
the-dots" roughness.The Superasterdisplay techniquewas
createdto overcome this problem. Briefly, the Superaster
wave generatoruses a 1200-line vertical raster combined
with a custom video smoothing technique to produce
smooth waveformsof constantbrightness,regardlessof the
slew rate of the waveform. This technique is more fully
describedin the article on page 11.
The Superaster and bit-map outputs are combined to
produce the video for the 785104 display. This makes it
possible to present smooth waveforms, write copious alphanumeric data,and plot graphics information anywhere
on the screen.
The last function of the display subsectionis to managea
16K-word memory that is used as temporary storage for
waveform and hard-copy data. ECGwaveform data for each
patient is continually stored temporarily to provide a delayed (typically by eight seconds)waveform output for recording. The delay is used to capturea snapshotof any ECG
abnormalitiesleading up to an alarm. The delay is alsoused
by the nurse to record ECG abnormalitiesseen on the display. The recording delay is longer than the amount of time
that a particular wave appears on the screen, giving the
nurse plenty of time to capture an interesting event. If the
recorder happens to be busy, the display processor will
freezethe waveform and save it until a recorder becomes
available. If necessary, all patients can have frozen
waveforms at the same time,
Since the four-patient 7B5OZAPIC has the same amount

78510A Display

To four
intensive
care beds

To five telemetry
recelversand three
coronarycare bedg
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Fig.7. A typical system application for eight intensive-carepatientsand eight progressive-care
patientssharing one central station Iocation. Two 78502A sy stems
and a 78501A systemshare two
recorders and a hard-copy device. The two-channel rccorder is
used to record ECG and blood
pressure data simultaneously.

of memory but only half the number of patients of the
eight-patient 785014 PIC, memory is available for some
extra functions.
First, it is possible for the four-patient PIC to store two
waveforms (e.g.,ECGand blood pressure)for eachpatient.
Second, it is possible to freeze eight seconds of all four
patient ECGsfor both display and recordings. Finally, a
trend plot or vital signs tabulation can be dumped from the
screeninto temporary storagewhen a hard copy is desired.
This featureallows the user,afterrequestinga hard copy, to
change the display without having to wait until the hard
copier has completed its task.
Commun ications Subsystem
The keystoneof the PIC architectureis the communications subsystem.This subsystemperforms three functions.
First, it allows the bedside interface, display, and trend
processorswithin a single equipment cabinetto communicate among themselves.The second function of the communications subsystemis to allow these processorsto
communicate with the controls, Iights and sounds of the
785104 Display. The third function is to allow several
equipment cabinetsto share one or more recorders and a
printer. In the extreme case,one communications subsystem could be controlling three other internal subsystems,
its own display link, and, through the synchronous data
link control (SDLC)Ioop, an additional three equipment
cabinets,three recordersand a printer.
Systemconfiguration functions are performed automatically whenever power is turned on or if a self-testbutton is
pressed.The automatic configuration feature is important
to the user becauseit adds a "fail-soft" feature.If one ofthe
system elements should fail, the user need only press a
self-testbutton to reconfigure the system with the failed
element eliminated. In many casesthe built-in real-time
self-testing modes will automatically detect a failure and
reconfigure the system without any user interaction.
HP-lB Function
HP-IB was chosen for the interprocessorlink within an
equipment cabinet. The high transferrate (in this caseapproximately 200K bytes/s),and the ability to send the same
messageto severallistenerssimultaneouslymake HP-IB an
efficient communications medium. The integration of the
interface functions by the custom SOS interface chip relieves the processorsof time-consuming bus-management
tasks,leaving them more time for processingphysiological
information.
The communications subsystem controls HP-IB communication in a two-step process.First, during an initialization phase,it polls all the HP-IB addressesto determine
which processorsarepresentand it then builds a table ofthe
types of messageseachprocessorwants to receive.After the
messageneedsare known, the communicationssubsystem
repetitively polls each internal processorto seeif it wishes
to talk, setting up the appropriate listeners in responseto
the messagetype the talker wishes to transmit.
Communicationwith the 78510A Display
The 78510ADisplay containsthe alarm lights and sounds
aswell asthe softkeysand other controls usedto operatethe
system. The activation of lights and sounds is done by

messages from the equipment cabinet to the display, while
the controls in turn send key-push messages from the display to the equipment cabinet. Since the data rates are slow
and only two locations need communicate, this link is simply accomplished by use of two UARTs (universal asynchronous receiver/transmittersl.

SDLCFunction
The final system communication need is to interconnect
as many as four equipment cabinets with as many as three
recorders and a printer. The equipment cabinets may be
located up to 60 metres from the recorders and printer.
Flexible two-way communication paths are needed because
any equipment cabinet can use any recorder or the printer,
and all the recorders and the printer may be operating
simultaneously. At first glance HP-IB would seem to be a
suitable medium, but in this application the required distances ale three times the maximum allowed by HP-IB. In
addition, serial communication is attractive because a
smaller, simpler cable can be used.
SDLC* was chosen over a UART serial implementation
because SDLC can accommodate communications between
many instruments and a controller separated by hundreds
of feet. Chips that implement the addressing, control, and
error-checking functions ofSLDC are available from several
vendors.
By connecting the instruments in a loop and sequentially
passing control around the loop, it is possible for any instrument to communicate bidirectionally with any other
loop member. When it is designated as controller, a communications subsystem can address one or more recorders
and the printer to send or receive device control information and data. When its communication needs are complete,
the communications subsystem passes control to the next
loop member.
Since several equipment cabinets might wish to use the
same recorder or the printer at the same time, some means
must be provided to distribute the resources equitably
among the equipment cabinets. This function is performed
by a master equipment cabinet which keeps a list of all loop
members, queues all recording requests and makes sure that
all high-priority alarms from all equipment cabinets are
recorded before low-priority alarms. The master also maintains a queue for printer requests.
Any communications subsystem within the loop can be
the master controller. During the initialization period the
first to come on line assumes this iob. Thus instruments can
be added to and deleted from the loop and the entire system
will automatically reconfigure itself.
The SDLC loop operates at an instantaneous rate of
333,000 bits/s. When the recorders and printer are all busy
the average data rate is about 50,000 bits/s. Thus, in the
extreme case, a communications processor spends about
15% of its time dealing with data on the SDLC loop.

TrendSubsystem
Thetrendsubsystem
consistsof a standardmicroprocessor printed circuit board fwith trend-processing
ROMs)
and a special memory board. Since the trend memory can
contain as much as 24 hours of patient data, it is important
*Svnchronous
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that this data not be lost as a result of a power failure. The
trend memory board contains 6K words of CMOS RAM,
which requiresvery little power in the standby mode. The
CMOS memory is connected to a battery backup power
supply which will hold patient data for at least 24 hours
after a power failure.
Design for Service
From the earliestdesign stagesspecialconsiderationwas
given to a servicestrategy.This plan provides for two levels
of service-board-exchange and component-level repair.
Either level can be implemented by Hewlett-Packard or
hospital service personnel.
Board exchange is accomplished without the need for
sophisticated test equipment through the use of built-in
self-testsoftware.About 25% of the firmware in each processor is used only for self-test. A small amount of test
circuitry is also built in to facilitate the firmware-driven
tests. An example is a video-sync detector which can be
read by the display processor.Ifthe sync generatorshould
malfunction, this test indicates that the problem is in the
equipment cabinet, rather than the display.
The self-testfunction checks:
r All digital communication links
r Video sync
r ROM and RAM
r Display lights and sounds
r Microprocessorfunctions.
If an error is found, a specific error code is displayed and
printed on the recorder.In addition, test patternsare generatedfor the display and recorder.Thesetestspoint to which
instrument is at fault, which subsystemis at fault, and often
which printed-circuit board is defective.Thus, it is generally possible to quickly perform board-exchange-levelrepair without requiring any test equipment.
Component-levelrepair is accomplishedthrough the use
of a specially-designedanalyzer,the 14451A ServiceBoard.
This analyzer can be added to any processorsubsystem.It
then takes over control of the subsystemand provides a
seriesof special test programs which exercisethe circuitry
in a known way. An oscilloscope and a digital signature
analyzer are then used to probe circuit nodes. The results
seen at any node can be compared with a reference
waveform picture or signaturefor that node. The reference
is provided in the component-levelservicedocumentation.
The nodes are probed until a device with proper inputs but
an incorrect output is found. The details of the service
strategy are covered in the article on page 19.
Fail-Soft Redundancy
When a failure occurs, it is often possible to operatethe
viable parts of the systemand avoid a total system"crash."
This is done by breaking the system into subgroups and
defining which remaining groups are viable. For instance,
if the communications processorfails, HP-IB communications will cease.However,the display could still function if
the display subsystemwere to take over the iob of HP-IB
controller. This reconfigurationis automatically accomplished by the built-in self-tests.When the display subsystemdecidesthat the communicationssubsystemis inactive the display subsystemactivatesa special fail-soft program which causes it to take over control of the HP-IB
tg8o
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communications with the bedside interface subsystem.
Then data can again flow from the bedside interface subsystem to the display subsystem. The display will also show a
message which says "Backup-No Recorder No Control."
Similar backup modes have been provided for the loss of
other internal subsystems; and, on a larger scale, for the loss
of equipment cabinets, displays, recorders, and the hardcopy printer. In each case, it is the combination of the
built-in self-tests and the automatic reconfiguration process
that makes the backup modes possible.
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High-SpeedRasterTechniqueProvides
FlexibleDisplay
by Robert L. Stettanerand GeorgeL. Adleman
HE DISPLAY FOR THE 78500SYSTEMprovides the
operator with smooth high-uniform-brightness
waveforms that are superimposed upon a field of
alphanumeric or graphic data. The smoothnesseasesthe
operator'sjob of detecting abnormalities in ECG or other
medical waveforms,while the uniform brightnessprovides
the visibility of larger CRTs in a conveniently compact
unit. The high flexibility of placementfor wavesand alphanumeric/graphic data allows clear labeling of waveforms
from critically ill patients.
The 24-by-16.9-cmdisplay is generatedupon a 30-cm
conventional CRT using raster deflection. Waveform
smoothing is done by using a high rasterfrequencyto overlap raster lines and beam-width shaping on individual
lines. The low deflection power required for the raster
technique enablesthe system display unit to operatereliably without a cooling fan and associateddust filter.
High-Speed Raster Design
The rasterdisplay is very similar to that of the ubiquitous
computer terminal exceptthat the display is scannedvertically, from bottom to top, instead of the more usual left to
right. The scanning rate also differs; it is approximately
7O kJIz instead of the usual standard t - 15 kHzl or double
(-30 kHz) television raster rates.

Examination of Fig. 1 can lead us through the problem of
waveform display. Fig. 1a shows the type of display that
would be generated by turning on the video to make a dot at
the exact location where an imaginary waveform overlaid
upon the screen would cross a vertical raster line. The
separation ofthese dots proves objectionable to physicians
and nurses who are trained to recognize medical conditions
by studying smooth, direct-written electrocardiograms.
A continuous picture can be made, as shown in Fig. 1b, by
turning on the video between two points representing two
successive values of the wave coinciding with two successive raster lines. Many displays of this type have been
manufactured for use in the medical field. The major drawback of the technique is that the relatively square corners on
the displayed trace create a waveform appearance that is
both artificial and different from the waveforms the
operators are familiar with. This makes pattern recognition
difficult. Even increasing the number of vertical lines on the
screen to 2000-a raster rate of over 100 kHz-will
not
remove the artificiality of the waveform. Combining higher
raster rates with synthetically-thickened lines does resolve
the corner perception problem; however, overly high raster
rates are required. The combination of moderate raster rate
and beam width shaping produces an economically feasible
solution.
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Raster Lines

Raster Lines

(b)

Raster Lines

Raster Lines

(c)

Fig. 1. Varlousapproachesfor depicting a signal waveformusing a rasler scan display (the
horizontalspacing between rasterlinesis greatlyexaggeratedto clearlyshow the beam shape
on individual lines).(a) Dots are displayed where each raster line coincides with the waveform.
(b) Videois turned on between each two successivelntersectionsof the rasterscan lineswith the
waveform. (c) Same display as for (b) except that the video is modulated smoothly on and off
instead of abruptly switched on and off. (d) Same as (c) except that the horizontal spaclng ls
reduced to show how the traces actuallvoverlap.
Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d show a continuous-appearing
waveform generated by modulating the beam width from
zero to full width between adjacent corners, instead of cutting the beam off sharply. This modulation of beam width
occurs naturally in standard low-resolution electromagnetic deflection CRTs with intensity modulation. Continuous
modulation-as
shown in Fig. 1c-is not a necessity because the modulation can be done in steps. Four steps
are a very good approximation to the smooth function,
while three or even two steps may be acceptable, depending on subjective factors. Fig. 2 shows a normal and an
expanded view of a waveform segment from the actual
78510A display, which uses four-step modulation.

lmplementation of the Display
Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the display. The 305-mm
(12-in) CRT has 1.200vertical raster lines (5 lines per mm).
The beam width is 0.3 mm at cutoff and up to three times
wider at higher brightness. Raster rate is 69.4 kHz for a
period of ts.q g.s,with 2.7 Ltstsed for fast (vertical)retrace
and the remaining 1.1..71tsused for display on each raster
line. Alphanumerics and general graphics are stored in a
memory map of the screen and added to the separately
generatedwaveform video and sync pulses.
The waveformvideo could be generatedby any technique
that results in video similar to that shown in Fig. 1c. Our
system generatesthe video by comparing the waveform
sample values to the current CRT beam position. Analog
comparisontechniqueswere chosenover digital becauseof
cost benefits.
The waveform samplevalue is loaded into the memory by
the microprocessor during the fast retrace time that immediately follows a load request.The appropriatesampleis
read from the memory to a digital-to-analogconverterduring the 1.7.71tsdisplay time. During the next fastretrace,the
output of the digital-to-analog converter is hansferred to
12 rrwlerr-pncKAnD JoURNAL
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Basic Deflection Techniques
CRTbeamscan b'edeflectedby eitherelectrostaticor magne!
ic fields.Electrostatic-deflection
tubesaregenerallyfoundin such
high-frequency
primarilybecause
applications
as oscilloscopes,
the fieldenergyrequiredto deflectthe beam is somethreeorders
of magnitudelower than that requiredfor an electromagneticdeflectiontube. Electromagnetic-deflection
tubes are generally
less expensivebecauseof their common use by the television
industry.Thesetubesalsohavea higherbeamefficiency,(i,e.,a
higher percentageof electronsleavingthe cathode arriveat the
phosphor screen).This efficiencyis often 95/" lor an electromagneticversus5-10o/o
for a wide-angleelectrostatic
CRT.
CBTdisplaysare grouped intotwo maintypes-directed beam
and raster. The directed-beamdisplay, commonly found in
oscilloscopes,
linearlydeflectsthe beamto followthe signalpattern in the verticaldirectionwhileoftenusinga constantdeflection
rate in the horizontaldirectionto representtime. For this type of
display, electrostatictubes are used to minimizedeflection
power.When high brightnessand tight focus are mandatory,
some high-speed,directed-beam
displaysuse electromagnetic
deflectionwiththe disadvantageof high powerconsumption(typicallymore than a kilowatt).
Rasterdisplaysare morefamiliarbecauseof theiruse in television.The beamfollowsa fixedpath,coveringthe faceof the tube
in a seriesof parallellines.Thepictureis generatedby modulating
the beam intensityand hencethe picturebrightnessat the appropriate places on the CRT face. One advantage of this
techniqueis that when the end of a rasterline is reached,the
energy stored in the electromagneticdeflectionfield can be reversedin polarityby low-lossresonantenergytransfer.The power
requiredis typically10 wattswithonly l-10% of thatamountused
in the associatedsolid-statedrivers.
Cost, brightness,and power are factorsthat make the electromagnetic-deflection
rastera highlydesirabledisplaytechnique.

Fig, 2, (a) Photoof a normalwaveformas shownon the
in (a)showviewof waveform
78510ADisplay.(b) Expanded
ing videomodulationrequiredto displaywaveform.
the appropriateposition in an analogshift register.A direct
implementation of an analog shift register with data being
transferred down a line of sample-and-holdstageswould
suffer from the accumulation of chargetransfer errors.Our
approachusesa set of four sample-and-holdstagesthat are
sequentially loaded with the Iatest sample value. Thus,
eachstageholds a value until it is updated.The samplesare
put into proper time relationship by analog multiplexers
which unscramblethe sample-and-holdoperations.Thus,
the four samples-A,B,C, and D-are switched to comparison circuit block locations corresponding to their time
sequence.Resistordividers are used to generatethe inter-

mediate values between A and B, and between C and D.
These values represent poinls21o/o,50%,and 75lo along the
line between the sample pairs. Fig. 4 shows the stepmodulated video on a single raster line as a function of the
four intersections (A,B,C, and D) between signal and raster
lines. During the next visible display period, the eight
fractional and B and C-are compared to a
values-six
ramp. The comparator outputs are combined by fast logic
to form four digital video signals. The outputs closest
to the outer samples A and D are combined to form a
1/4-brightness signal. The outputs halfway between the outer
sample pairs are combined to form the 1/2-brightness signals. The remaining two comparator pairs are combined
to form 3/4- and full-brightness signals. The four separate
gray levels are combined with their counterparts from
the other three waveform processors in the system. The
resulting four digital signals are fed to a digital-to-analog
converter which converts them to an analog video signal.
This digital-to-analog converter is weighted in a nonbinary
fashion to provide gamma correction (the exponential
relationship between grid-to-cathode voltage and brightness) for the CRT.

GraphicMemory
The graphicbit map is relativelysimpleto implement.
The face of the CRT is mappedinto a 260-row-by-300column memory block. The memory is loaded in 10-bit
words by a microprocessorduring a fastretraceperiod. The
memory is read out in bit-serialform during the 11.7-ps
display time for eachline. Slight deviations from standard
television display practice are made to accommodatethe
high speedand high number of rasterlines. Becauseof the
high rasterspeed,each dot read out of the memory must be
read onto the screen in 45 ns. The conventional (soOns)
dynamic RAMs are multiplexed 20:1 at their output to
allow them to operate at comfortable speeds.The multiplexing is performed with a Schottky parallel-in/serial-out

Fig.3. Block diagram for 78510A display
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VerticalRasterLines
Time+
Fig. 4. The smoothlymodulatedapproach shown in Fig. 1c
can be approximatedby the varyingthe video beam intensity
in four distinct steps. fhe step-modulated video for one raster
line is shown.
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shift register. Since only 300 columns are mapped on a
L20O-raster-line CRT, the line count is divided by four to
generate part of the bit map address. Thus, each column of
bit map corresponds to four raster lines.
The fast sync is a 2.7 1ts pulse generated during fast
retrace. Slow sync is generated at the end ofLZOOlines and
consists of two pulses 0.9 p,s wide and separated by 0.9 g.s.
The sync, wave video, and bit map video are combined in
the video digital-to-analog converter and are fed to a complementary amplifier which can drive three terminated
75-ohm cables in parallel with typical rise times of 5 ns.
The CRT-deflection-drive schematic for the ZBb10A is
conventional, with only some of the component values
changed to obtain the high raster rate. A low-loss statorwound yoke is driven by a transistor designed for switching
power supplies. The transistor base drive is carefully controlled for forward and reverse currents to minimize switching losses. The video is fed through a high-speed multiplier
chip to the video amplifier. This provides front-panel
brightness control without having to route the high-ipeed
video to the front panel. This amplifier uses a differential
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Sample Selection Filtering and the
Bandwidth Problem
The 78510Adisplayhas five rasterlinesper millimetre
of CRT
horizontal
distance.Therepresented
sweeprateforthe displayed
waveformsis 25 mm/swhich is derrvedfrom acceptedmedical
use of displaysand paper chart recordersfor electrocardiograms.Thus,the displaypresents125samplesper represented
secondof waveform.The NyquistTheoremshowsthat only signalswitha bandwidthlessthan62.5H2can be presentedwiththis
samplingrate.Otherpracticalconsiderations
reducethe signal
bandwidthto less than 40 Hz, at which point some significant
informatron
is lostto the viewer.In clinicalcardiacmonitoring,
the
mostsignificant
datathatwouidbe lostis the pulsesfromcardiac
pacemakers,which are less than 2 ms long.The entire78500
system has a samplingrate of 500 Hz and can reproducea
1OO-Hz-bandwidth
signal on a strip chart recorder.Have we
createda displaythat is a severelimiton the system?
Conventional
analogor digitalf ilteringtechniquescan be used
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to approachthe 62.5-Hzfigurewith an expensecommensurate
withthe closenessof approach.Sampleselectionfilteringallows
the 78510Ato show a waveformwith an apparentbandwidthof
betterthan 100 Hz althoughthe word "bandwidth"is not directly
applicableto a systemthat has aliasingand phasedistortion.
A sampleto representa periodof 8 ms is selectedfrom four
2-mssamplestakenduringthattime.The selectioncriterionis to
maximizethe peak{o-peakamplitudeof the displayedwave.
Each of the four samples is comparedto the averageof the
precedingfour samplesand the sampleselectedis the one that
hasthegreatestabsolutedifference
fromtheaverage.No artificial
signalsare generatedand the resultingwaveform,whetherseen
on the CRT or writtenout on a strip chart recorder,is visually
almostindistinguishable
froma wavemadeout of the actual2-ms
samoles.

cascodedesign to drive both the grid and cathode of the
CRT. By cutting the swing of eachtransistoroutput stageto
half of that required for single-endeddrive, lower-power
faster transistorscan be used.
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Multi-ProcessorArchitectureand
for PatientMonitoring
Communications
by James M. Rueter
HE MAIN INTELLIGENCE Of thE 7B5O1AANd 7B5O2A
Patient Information Centers is contained within the
7851.1A Equipment Cabinet. This cabinet can be
remotely located from the display and recorder to provide
a compact equipment arrangement for the medical staff.
Remote placement of the cabinet can also allow easy
access when failures occur. The equipment cabinet for
the 785014 system contains four processors. Each performs some of the monitoring tasks required and each
communicates with the other processors to accomplish
the overall monitoring function. Three different communication schemes are used for communications between the processors within the equipment and to other
inshuments. Each scheme is optimized for the particular
needs of the interface it serves.
Each processor is an HP MCS microprocessor made with
HP's CMOS silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) process. There were

HP-IB

several reasons for choosing the MCs in this application:
1. An average instruction time of aroun d 1.2 1tsgives excellent processing capability.
2. A rich I/O instruction set improves interfacing efficiencies.
3. The majority of the data to be handled is 10 bits wide,
hence a 16-bit microprocessor can manipulate data by
use of single instructions and single registers.
4. Excellent software development tools are available.

Multi-ProcessorArchitecture
powerof an MC5,thetotaltask
Evenwith theprocessing
could not be performed by a single processor.Fig. 1 shows
the block diagram of a 78501ACentral Station with connections to eight bedside monitors. Each processoruses the
HP-IB* to communicate with other processorswithin the
*Hewlett-Packard's
implementation
of IEEEStandard4BB(1978).

Fig.1. Blockdiagramofa78501A
Patient lnformation Centet conncetprlto einhtherjside monitors.
Communicationamong the processors in the system uses the
HP-IB.
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the new processor to communicate and interact intelligently will have to be changed.(Currently only about 2/3of
the spaceis used in an averageequipment cabinet.)

Flg. 2. Threetypes of communicationlinksare used in a
78502AsystemjHP-IBfor communication
insidethe 78511A
equipmentcabinet,a private serialline (echoplex)between
each equipmentcabinetand its display,and a loop using
SDLCto interconnectequipmentcabinetsand recorders.
equipment cabinet.
Each of the bedside interface processorsdigitizes the
physiological signals from four bedside monitors. These
processorscheck the bedside for status and alarm conditions. This information is passedon to the other processors.
The communicationsprocessorcontrols the normal operation of the HP-IB and managesthe communications with
the strip chart recordersand the keyboard of the 78510A
Display. The display processorreceives display information from the HP-IB and formats the CRT screenproperly.
If any of the processorsystemsfails, the remaining processorscontinue to operate and communicate and make
some of the monitoring functions available.The loss of one
bedside interface processorwill cause the monitoring of
four of the eight beds to stop. The loss of the communications processorwill causethe display processorto take over
the task of controlling the HP-IB.The communicationsprocessorhas a watchdog timer which is continually reset by
softwareduring normal operation.If the watchdog timer is
not reset,signaling a fault, the communicationsprocessoris
automatically prevented from exercising control of the
HP-IB. If the communicationsprocessormalfunctions, display of the ECGwaveform and other parameterscontinues,
but the controls on the display and the strip chart recorder
will not function. If the display processorfails, no meaningful display is provided, but alarm and manual recordings
(using the keys on the display) remain operational,
The backplane in the 7851.1.A
Equipment Cabinet has a
common connection to the bottom of all circuit boards in
the card cage, except for the four specialized display
boards. The connection of each processor'sbus to its associated circuit board(s) is made by ribbon cable connections on the top of the boards. This scheme provides a
flexible arrangementso that new processorsystemscan be
developed and added in the future without changing the
design of the original hardware.Only the firmware to allow
16 HrwLgfi-pncKARD
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Equipment Cabinet Communication
The processorswithin the 785114 must have a fast, efficient meansof communication to maximize the processing
time availablefor monitoring tasks.The HP-IB was picked
as the means to ensure efficient communication for the
following reasons:
1. HP-IB is a standard communications interface whose
design and protocol have been thoroughly thought out
and tested.
2. Many existing LSI circuits areavailablefor the opefation
of the interface.These are available at modest cost and
relieve the processorfrom performing many of the lowlevel details involved with controlling communication.
IC drivers designedspecially for the HP-IB are also readily available.
3. The test equipment needed during development to
monitor and debugcommunicationsis widely available.
4. In the future, new processorsof different manufactu-reor
architecturecan easily be added becausealmost all microprocessorshave a compatible HP-IB interface IC.
5. Most of all, HP-IB allows a high data rate (up to one
megabyteper second) among multiple processors.
EachMCs processorusesan HP-designedHP-IB interface
IC called PHI. PHI is designed to be compatible with the
MC5 and usesthe sameCMOS silicon-on-sapphireprocess.
PHI allows the MCb to operatein responseto commands
sent to it by an HP-IB controller or to managethe HP-IB as
controller. The complex logic of PHI relievesthe processor
of many of the details of HP-IB operation. The speed of
communications is improved by the use of the eight-word
inbound and outbound FIFO (first-in, first-out) buffers built
into PHI. They buffer data so that communication can continue for a period of time without processorintervention,
Communication between Instruments
There are two types of two-way communication links
between instruments in a standard 78501A or 785024 system. They are shown in Fig. 2. The first is a private serial
line betweeneachequipment cabinetand its corresponding
display. This link tells the display which front-panel indicators to light and which sounds to generate.Information
from any front-panel key pushes is returned on a reverse
path. The second communication link uses synchronous
data link control (SDLC,developedby IBM) in a loop configuration. This loop allows up to four equipment cabinets
to control up to three recorders,
The display is designed to be as simple as possible to
provide a packagethat takes up minimal spacein the central station area. This also lets more of the circuitry be
located in the remote equipment cabinet where it can be
more easily serviced.
To minimize complexity in the display and still allow
two-way communications between the display and the
equipment cabinet,a simple asynchronousserial interface
called echoplex is used. Using a few wires, echoplex can
transmit information over a long distance.Two-way communication takes place without need for a microprocessor

78510ADisplay
To front-panelindieatore
and sound generetor

Shielded Twisted Pairs

Fig, 3, B/ock dtagram of the link
between the 78511A Equipment
Cabinet and the 78510ADisplay.
This asynchronous serial interface
i<

or complicatedlogic in the display. A block diagram of this
link is shown in Fig. 3. Using a universal asynchronous
receiver/transmitter(UART), the communications processor sendsa word (sevendatabits * one parity bit) serially to
the display. The UART in the display receivesthat single
word. The UART has an output indicating that a character
has been received and is availablein its receive register.If
the received parity is correct, then the received data is
latched to drive front-panel indicators and the sound
generator.The pulse that indicates that a character was
received is connected to the transmit control terminal to
output a single character back to the equipment cabinet.
This character is formed by the transmit register inputs,
which record any key pressedon the display's front panel.
The receivedparity is also sentback as one ofthe databits to
indicate that correct data is reaching the display.
With this arrangement,every time the corhmunications
processorsendsa character,it receivesa character(hence
the term "echoplex"J.The display is interrogatedon a regular scheduleto determine if a key has been pressedor not.
Caremust be taken to send a valid characterto the display
eachtime. Even if no new front-panel indication is desired
on the display, the exchangewill causedatato be relatched.
A self-test feature tests the display circuits independently. A switch causesthe UART's inputs to be connected
to its outputs and a key push now causesa characterto be
sent and received to exercisethe front-panel indicators.
This simple communication link allows numerous control signals to be exchanged between two instruments
when one of them has little intelligence.They can be separated by a considerabledistance, since a single differential transceiver at each end of the link can provide good
noise immunity.
Multiple Monitors
In many installations there are multiple sets of monitoring equipment at the central station. In these cases,it is
desirable to share a single strip recorder or several strip
recordersamong several display/equipmentcabinet pairs.
When multiple recorders are present, recordings can be
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made concurrently.
The communication method used in such a systemmust
have several characteristics:
1. Many instruments must be able to exchangeinformation.
2. Long distancesbetween instruments must be acceptable, such as equipment cabinetslocatedup to 60 metres
from the recordersat the central station.
3. Relatively high data rates must be possible to allow
severalrecordings to be made at the same time.
SDLCprovides thesefeaturesand also the advantagesof
reliable error detectionand readily availableintegratedcircuits to control the basic operation of SDLC communication. SDLC is a bit-oriented serial communications protocol. Each messagehas an eight-bit address field, an
eight-bit control field and a variable-lengthdatafield. Each
messagecontains a sixteen-bit cyclic redundancy check
(CRC)that forms the end of each messageand is used to
detecterrorsthat occur during transmission.Eachmessage
is bracketed by a special flag pattern, which is used to
synchronizemessages.This pattern is 01111110.Fig. a
depicts the format of a message.
To differentiatebetweenflags and a pattern that would be
identical to a flag within a message,bit stuffing is performed on the messagewhen it is transmitted.After the flag
is sent,a zero is stuffed (inserted)after any five consecutive
ones in a row. This eliminates the possibility of any false
flags being transmitted. When the end of the messageis
reached,the trailing flag is sent without bit stuffing. The
receiverrecognizesthe unique flag pattern precedingmessagesand "unstuffs" all zeros after five consecutiveones
until it recognizesthe trailing flag.

Flag
( 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 )Address

Control

Data

cRc

Flag
(01111110)

The01 111110 flagpattern
Fig, 4, FormatlorSLDC,.nessage.
is used to synchronizemessages.
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Ffg. 5. Ihe SLDCloop interconnectsthe equipmentcabinets
and recorders in a 78500-Seriessystem. The loop is formed
with a twisted pair of wires in a shielded cable.
Fig. 5 shows SDLC in a loop configuration. One equipment cabinet is the primary station which controls the link
and breaks the loop. AII other instruments on the Iink are
secondary stations that respond to commands from the
primary station. When a transmitted message flows around
the loop each secondary station inspects it to see if the
address contained in the message matches its own address.
If the address matches, the secondary station receives and
processes the message. The secondary station can respond
when the loop is available by sending down the loop a
message with its own address. The primary station receives
all messages and recognizes the address as that of the secondary station.
The SDLC signals are sent differentially over a twisted
pair of wires in a shielded cable to reduce problems of
external interference and common-mode voltages. Each
instrument is connected in sequence to the instrument preceding it and the loop is completed by another pair of wires
in the same cable.
The use of synchronous communication requires that all
stations have a synchronized clock to receive the serial data
properly. To eliminate the need for a separate signal, the
clock information is encoded with the data using NRZI
encoding. NRZI code requries that a zero be represented by
a transition in the transmitted signal and a one be represented by no transition. The transition caused by a Iogical
zero is used to svnchronize a counter in the receiver. This
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counter is running at an integer multiple (15 in this case)of
the expectedbit time so that the data can be sampled near
the midpoint of its bit cell (when the count is B).Slmchronization at the beginning of eachmessageis assuredsincethe
preceding flag contains two zeros.Frequent synchronization also occurs during a messagesince the transmitted
signal cannot have more than five ones in a row due to bit
stuffing. As a consequenceof using NRZI, the two wires for
the differential signal can be reversedwith no differencein
operation.
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Self-Testand Serviceabilityfor
DependableCentralPatientMonitoring
by Jeffrey M. Goldberg

ELF-TEST IS THE ABILITY of an instrument to
determine without user intervention whether its
circuits are functioning correctly and reliably.
Serviceability is the implementation of fault isolation procedures and the addition of necessaryhardware and software to aid in tracking down and repairing equipment
failures. To achieve reliability and fast servicing for the
78500Patient Information Centers(PICs),a four-point service plan was developed.It consistsof:
1. Automatic detection of equipment failures using builtin tests to isolate the faulty instrument quickly

preserved for service personnel. These features, combined
with built-in modularity to assist board replacement, speed
and simplify the otherwise very complex repair task.
Four levels of increasing self-test and diagnostic capability are available in the 78500 PIC series (see Fig. 1). Each
implements only the required degree of fault detection and
error reporting necessary to perform its portion ofthe total
task. Before proceeding into a detailed description of the

2

Isolating the defective board, enabling board replacement within one hour, using minimal additional tools
3 . Optional component-level repairs typically requiring a
service analyzer board and some additional troubleshooting hardware such as a volt-ohm meter, oscilloscope and digital signature analyzer

4. Verification that the fault has been correctedin the instrument using internal self-test.
The goal was to produce an instrument that would retain
much of its functionality, even in the presenceof an instrument failure. Following this design philosophy, the pIC
continuously monitors itself and is immediately forced into a backup (partial operation) mode whenever the instrument's ability to continue functioning in its current mode is
in question. To do this, each processorimmediately stops
what it is doing and performs a self-testusing the kernel
expansiontesting technique. This involves starting with a
known functional resource (in our case,the microprocessor) and using it to test surrounding resourceswhich, if
operational,may be used to test even more resources.This
allows the processorto test associatedhardware without
hanging itself on the defectivecomponent.It then usesthe
information gatheredfrom its internal diagnosticsto reconfigure the systemby severingall diseasedsections.processors that go out of control even with the precautionstaken
are caught by hardware.This hardware, called a tickle circuit, must be periodically serviced by a processor,otherwise it will trigger a general system reset sequence.
Although many of the featuresof self-testand serviceability are transparent to the operator unless a malfunction
occurs in the system,they continuously reassurethe user
that the instrument is functioning properly in the medical
environment. Self-testenablestimely detectionand correction of faults when they occur,rather than allowing them to
go undetectedand potentially disrupt patient care.When a
malfunction is discovered,the pIC immediately localizes
the problem and channelsthe ECGand other vital monitoring functions to the remaining operational hardware, It
then informs the operator of the loss of any monitoring
capability, and the extent of the damage. A permanent
record of the fault condition, including date and time, is

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the 78500-Seriesse//{est sequences
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operationand implementation of the four levels it may be of
somebenefitto review the hardwarearchitectureof the PICs
from the serviceability aspect.The 78500 PIC is a distributed microprocessor system composed of three basic
building blocks.The communicationssubsystemis responsible for coordinating information transfer among the internal subsystemsand controlling all externalcommunication links to devicessuch as recorders,softkeys,and hardcopy devices.The display subsystemis responsiblefor all
graphicsand real-timewave processingincluding monitoring patient parameters.The bedsideinterfacesubsystemis
responsiblefor sampling data from a group of four patients
and making the data,as well as derived parameters,available to all the other subsystems.In a 785014 PIC, there are
two bedsideinterfaces.Ina7B5O2APIC,there may alsobe a
trend subsystem(an optional block that provides trending
and additional pressure processing).Each subsystemnot
only carries its share of the workload, but also has the
capability to take over some of the responsibilitiesof one of
its neighbors.Thus, if the communicationshost processor,
which normally controlsthe internal communicationsbus,
fails during operation, the system will reconfigure itself
with the display subsystemtaking over this function. SimiIarly, if the display subsystemshould fail so that the patient's waveformsare not being displayed,the communications subsystemcan redirect the waveforms manually
selectedby use of the softkeysto the recorder.
The individual subsystemsare all tied together by an
internal communications interface bus (HP-IB"). The
hardwareemployed to implement this protocol also allows
a failing subsystemto store an error code on the bus. This
code is availableupon requestfrom the system controller.
Each processorboard has a light-emitting diode (LED) to
indicatea failure in its associatedsubsystem.The activation
of any one of these process malfunction lights (PML) illuminates the externally-visible instrument malfunction
indicator. This signal is detectedby the auto-restartcircuit,
which in turn originates a global reset to all boards in the
system,startingthe self-testcycle. Powerstartup and pressing the self-testbutton also createthe reset signal.
Level l: Continuous Self-Test
An automatic fault monitor constantly surveys the system's operationseekingevidenceof incorrect performance.
In case of a problem, and depending on the severity, a
warning messageor an error code number may be generated, or a complete shutdown may result. In any case,an
instrument malfunction lamp and an audible reminder are
activatedwheneverthe instrument hardwareor monitoring
operationsare in question.
Error codesare four-digit hexidecimal numbers that tell
service personnel the likely cause of the problem. The
meaning of all error codes can be found in the service
manual. These codes list the subsystem,printed circuit
board and sometimeseven the component that has failed.
These codesfall into two categories,hard and soft. Errors
detectedin functions critical to patient careare classifiedas
hard; the others are classified as soft. Hard errors curtail
further use of the subsystemin which they are detected,
while soft errors allow the use of the hardware to continue
*Hewlett'Packard's
488(1978).
rmplementation
ot IEEEStandard
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while informing the operatorof the condition. A consistent
faulty conversion of patient data into digital form is one
example of a hard failure. A stuck bit illuminated on the
display screenis an example of a soft failure.
A number of messagesare intended for the user, either to
identify the problem or suggest corrective action. For instance,"Clean air filter" or "Check paper/dooron recorder
#1" are self explanatory. Backup warning messagesand
systemerror codesinform the operatorthat the system has
lost someof its monitoring capability and is functioning in
one of its backupmodes."Backup-No recorderor control"
is a prime example.
The primary function of continuous (Level I) self-testsis
to detectfailuremodeswhile the instrument is in operation.
A mandatoryrequirement is that this processbe automatic
and not allowed to interferewith normal monitoring operations in any way.* Thus, the fault checker is implemented
asa backgroundtask.In the PIC,backgroundtasksacquirea
slot of run time every 32 ms from an interrupt-driven
operatingsystem.This occursduring a period of time when
the processorwould otherwise be idle. This provides for
repetitive checks of processor ROM, RAM, and most resourcescritical to patient care.In addition, all control and
datalinks are monitored for a loss in communication.Thus
if the arrhythmia computer goesdown, or if someonetrips
and pulls out the control cableto the PIC, or ifthe recorder
runs out of paper, the system immediately brings these
problems to the operator's attention. Of course, for this
process to be completely transparent to the patientm o n i t o r i n g p r o c e s s e s ,h a r d w a r e d e v i c e s c a n n o t b e
reinitialized or taken off-line during testing.RAM locations
can only be checkednondestructively,one location at time,
with interrupts temporarily disabled during modification.
More stringent requirements,such as software interlocks,
were required for testing memory storing long-term data
(such as trends, where the data must by kept intact during
power interruptions).
Level ll: Power-On and User-lnitiated Self-Test
Diagnosticsbuilt into the systemperform comprehensive
system checks of the hardware, software drivers and all
communicationslinks. Thesechecksare made at any of the
following three times-when power is first supplied to the
instrument, a few seconds after the detection of a faulty
condition found by the Level I self-test,and by requestofthe
user whenever the SELF-TEST
button is pressed.This selftest module is responsiblefor all reporting of error codes
and reconfiguringthe systeminto its various backup modes
whenever necess€uy.External indications of Level II selftest include error messageson the display and a recorder
test strip annotated with error/status codes, giving the
operator a hard copy of all reported faults for future reference. This redundancy makes retrieval of error codes always possible.If one mechanismfails, the other can be used
to determine the code.
User-initiated self-test consists of seven seconds of
software simulation tests and dedicated,noninterruptible,
self-terminating hardware tests. All hardware and software
initialization is performed at this time.
* lmplementation
operatof thisdesignwas greatlyenhancedby the use ol the multi-priorty
ing systemthat was incorporatedintothe monitoringsottware.

Table I
B a c k u p m o d e s a r e r e s p o n s e so f t h e 7 8 5 0 1 A a n d 7 8 5 o 2 A I o i n t e r n a l
failures that allow as much system operation as possible under
the circumstances. Examples of these backup modes and the
operation possible with them are:
Loss of display
processor

Alarm and manual recordings
possible from central station
and bedside.

Lossof communication
processor

Standard display provides ECG
and pressure. No cardio control
or initiation of recording possible
but bedside alarms can be used.

Loss of arrhythmia
system

Internal cardiotach activated.

Loss of recorder

Display and alarms are active.

Loss of power

Battery backup maintains control
settings (clock keeps running
in recorder).

The following functions are performed simultaneously in
all host processors during user-initiated self-test. First, a
reset is issued to most hardware devices including the processor. This hardware signal is the initiator of this self-test
cycle. The processor performs its dedicated self-test using
the kernel-expansion technique described previously. The
processor initializes all remaining devices and places the
instrument into a known state. After the ROM, stack, RAM
and supporting devices are thoroughly checked, the processor exercises the interrupt mechanism to insure that it is
functioning. Any failures that the self-test detects are stored
using a corresponding four-digit hexidecimal error code. If
the failure is nonrecoverable, the affected subsystem is severed from the remaining system. By this time, each subsystem has identified itself and has tuned in to listen on the
HP-IB for the first communication attempt among subsystems. Assuming the communication subsystem is functional, it will send out an initial test messageindividually to
each of the eight possible subsystems.It will then poll their
status and ability to communicate. If it finds that it is unable
to communicate with all of the subsystems, it will assume
that it is at fault and die gracefully so that the display
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subsystem can take over as communications manager. As
long as portions of the PIC remain functional, the instrument will continue to operate by dynamically configuring
itself with the hardware that is presently operational and
available (see Table I).
Level lll: Extended Self-Test
Internal synthetic data processing, sequential activation
of all alarm and malfunction paths and generation of a
display test pattern are done to check out many of the
aspects of video generation. AII this is performed in addition to Level II tests. The operator uses Level III tests to
compare performance with previous operational performance, or against standards described in the service manual. Extended self-test suspends the monitoring function by
its very nature, and therefore is only entered at the user's
request. Pressing any one of the softkeys after Level II selftest has started, but before monitoring has resumed, enables
this mode. Pressing the STANDARD key resumes normal
monitoring.
For the convenience of the user and service personnel,
PIC status and a complete log of all errors are recorded (see
Fig.2) and displayed in this level. When a failure occurs,
this feature facilitates fast isolation to the faulty subsystem
and boards without special service tools.
Level III diagnostic software is called extended self-test
because it adds additional user-interpretive testing to Level
II diagnostics. Commands are sent sequentially to each of
the processors to activate the red-alarm and instrumentmalfunction indicators. Information pinpointing the fault
can be derived from the activation sequence. For instance, if
the red-alarm indicator fails to activate, but only during the
second period of this sequence, this is good evidence that
the problem is local to the second subsystem. Thus, the
problem exists in the display subsystem, not in the global
red-alarm drive circuitry. After each subsystem has had the
opportunity to alternately activate the red-alarm and
instrument-malfunction
indicators, the communications
processor will activate the yellow and green alarms in sequence, and then turn on all alarms and control indicators
for one to two seconds. The display subsystem will then be
commanded to put up a waveform test pattern (Fig. 3, used
to determine any peculiarities in the display generation), a
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Fig. 2. Stalr-stepand ramp waveforms are recordedto verifyrecorderresponseand lineaity. A
log of any errors found during extended se/l-testis also recorded. Errorsare indicated by a
changein the lastthreezerosolthe slalus code number(s).An exampleof a recordertestwithna
errors /s snown aDove.
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F19.3. Duringthe extended self-testthe above testpatternts
displayedon the 78510ADisplayto aid in determinrngtf there
are any irregularitiesin the display generation.fhe status
codes lor lhe systemare displayedon the right.Any errorsare
indicatedby a changein the lastthreezerosof the appropriate
status code number.
bit-map alignment pattern, and a complete list of status
codes for the entire instrument. Finally, a prompting message of what to do next is displayed.
Level lV: Component-Level Fault Detection
The fourth and final level of diagnostics deals with
component-level repairs made on the site. The majority of
the hardware and software used to troubleshoot the instrument in this mode is supplied in the service support package and runs with minimal support from the instrument
itself. This allows Hewlett-Packard to implement component level repairs without increasing the cost of the instrument to those installations that plan to support their instrument primarily through Hewlett-Packard's board replacement program.
Using the 14451,A Service Circuit-Analyzer-Board (Fig.
4) from the service support package, additional facilities
may be exercised in a given subsystem to aid in finding the
failure. These facilities include additional and more extensive diagnostics than are provided in the built-in self-tests,
circuit excitation programs for probing Iogic paths with an
oscilloscope and digital-signature analyzer, ability to take
control of and test all data and control buses, observation of
the execution of all testing modules through the output of
test identification numbers to the 14451A display, and ability to view all error codes produced by a subsystem. Level
IV provides for component-level repair when board exchange is impractical. It is especially useful for hospitals
that maintain their own equipment, where minimum replacement board inventory is a must. However, it can also
be used to speed up the fault isolation and correction verification on board replacement repairs.
The service circuit-analyzer-board software can be subdivided into automated diagnostic programs and excitation
programs. The former checks out a specified board, precisely instructing the operator when operator interaction is
required. Diagnostic tests provide a list of error codes de-
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scribing every fault condition found on the board during
testing. Excitation programs, on the other hand, stimulate
the hardware on the board for signal probing and digital
signature analysis. Service personnel can then track down
the problem using documented service procedures and signal comparisons.
Besides the extensive service circuit-analyzer-board
software programs provided to test each of the subsystems,
the 1.4451,\ provides direct access to all microprocessor
buses to detect opens and shorts. The analyzer can directlv
accessthe built-in firmware. It can monitor the execution of
all test software and latch the test identification number of
each test run. If the system should ever hang up without
indicating an error, information as to the last test module
executed can easily be retrieved for examination. In addition, there are other hooks built into the PIC that let the
-1445"1A
and other troubleshooting tools monitor the operation of the instrument and seize control over its operation
whenever necessary for servicing. In effect, this dual effort
transforms the simple service circuit-analyzer-board into a
powerful bus and logic analyzer.
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Firmwarefor a PatientMonitoringStation
by Kim L. Hanna

IRMWARE DEVELOPMENT for the 78500 Series
Patient Information Centers(PIC)was a major portion
of the total developmenteffort.The 78501Afirmware
consistsof three setsof code and the 78502A has four sets.
Although there is general commonality between the two
products, there are some major differences.Code for the
785014 processorsconsistsof gK words of monitoring and
3K words of initialization/self-testcode for each processor.
Monitoring code for the display and interface processors
of the 78502A expanded to 13K words with an additional
9K words of monitoring code for the trend processor.Each
of the processorsuses 3K words of read/write memory
(RAM). In addition, the interface and trend processors
have RAM with battery support for non-volatile storageof
certain control information and trend plots.
The code was developedusing an assemblerresident in
an HP 3000 system.A number of structured constructs-IFTHEN-ELSE.END
IF, LOOP.EXITWHEN.ENDLOOP, and
CASE-are provided by the assembler.Theseconstructs,in
conjunction with extensive equivalencing (hardwareindependent coding), increased the code reliability and
decreaseddevelopment time significantly. A relocating
linking loader, also resident in the HP 3000, was used to
createabsolutecode from a number of relocatableassembly
files. The absolute code was then either loaded into RAM
using a debuggerstored in a read-only memory (ROM) or
programmed into programmableROMs.
Severalaspectsof the firmware are coveredin this article.
The first is a description of the interfaceprocessorsoftware
for the cardiotachometerfheart-ratecalculator and alarm

generator) which has increased patient-alarm reliability
and reduced the occurrence of false alarms. The HP-IB*
communication system linking the processors within one
PIC is described next. A description of communication
among several centers for recorder and hard-copy sharing
follows. Finally, the operating system, which is resident in
each of the processors, is discussed.

Cardiotachometer
and VFIBDetection
One of the maior contributionsof the 78500Seriesis
improved analysis of the electrocardiogram(ECG)waveform. ECG monitors usually contain a cardiotachometer
(tach) for heart-rate (HR) calculation from the patient's
ECG.This rate is comparedwith user-selectedlow and high
limits to generateaudible and visual alarms.Previoustachs
were quite sensitiveto the muscle noise (artifact)generated
by patient motion. This noise often caused a falsely high
rate that exceededthe high-rate limit. Additionally, previous tachsdid not always generatean alarm during ventricuIar fibrillation (VFIB, a life threateningcondition in which
heart contractions are uncoordinated and no blood is
pumped). The 78500tach significantly reducesfalsehigh-rate
alarm frequency and improves VFIB detection reliability.
The key to tach false-alarmreduction is a QRS-matched
filter. This filter is a fifteen-samplefinite-impulse-response
filter whose impulse response shape approximates the
shape of a normal heartbeatwaveform (QRS complex, see
Fig. 1). The filter, therefore,has maximum absoluteoutput
when similarly-shaped waveforms are input. Other wave*Hewlett'Packard's
imolementation
ol IEEEStandard488 (1978).
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Fig. 1. (a) TypicalQRSwaveformfor one heartbeat.A
matchedfTterprocessesfifteenB-mssamp/esfromthe ECG
waveform.
lf the samplesapproximate
thevaluesshownin (b)
the filter hasmaximumabsoluteoutput.

frequency componentsof the signal, producing B-mssamples in the process.A'1..25-Hzhigh-passfilter removesany
dc offset from the signal. Finally, the clamped and filtered
ECG waveform is passed through the QRS-matched filter.
The beat detector identifies QRS complexesin the processedECGwaveformby comparingthe maximum absolute
waveform value that has occurred since the last heartbeatto
a threshold value. Ifthis absolutevalue exceedsa threshold
value, a heartbeat is considered to have occurred. The
threshold, illustrated in Fig. 3, decreasesfrom the average
QRS wave amplitude to half that value at a rate determined
by the averageQRS amplitude and averageheartbeat interval. An inhibitory period (200ms minimum), during which
no heartbeat will be detected, follows each beat. This reduces the susceptibility to T waveform counting. The inhibitory period is an inversefunction of the high-ratelimit,
with lower high-rate limits giving longer inhibitory
periods.
When a beat is detected,the averagebeat interval and
averageQRS height are updated. The beat interval, averagedover severalbeats,is used to calculatethe heartrate for
alarm limit comparison, heart-ratedisplay, trending, and
recorder annotation.
The second major addition to current tach practice is
more reliable detection of ventricular fibrillation. VFIB is
characterizedby a sinusoidal ECGwaveform resulting from
uncoordinated heart-muscle activity. The VFIB detector
(Fig. a) usesthe sinusoidal characteristicsofthe waveform
to detectthe presenceof the condition and generateaudible
and visual alarms.
The averageperiod of the ECGwaveform for one second
is first determined as follows:

components(e.9.,the T wave) produce reduced outputs.
Fig. 2 shows the tach block diagram.The patient's ECGis
sampled every 2 ms in the interface processor. Fasttransition, high-amplitude components are attenuated by a
slew-rate-initiated clamping algorithm to reduce the
amplitude of pacemaker artifacts and the probability of
counting these artifacts as beats. Two adjacent 2-ms samples are averagedin this process;the result is a train of 4-ms
samples. Next, a four-pole, 30-Hz, infinite-impulseresponse Butterworth filter removes unnecessary high-

lull
r : 2 2" )
to" lvi- v;-rl
where T is the number of sample points in an averageperiod and V; is the value of the jth sample. This period is
then used to adjust a notch filter, the notch being locatedat
the averagefrequencycorrespondingto the averageperiod
determinedabove.This filtering is accomplishedby adding

Flbrillation
Detector

(4-ms
Samples)

(8-ms
Samples)

(8-ms
Samples)

Flg.2. Block diagram of the cardiotachometer.
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two samplesseparatedin time by the averagehalf period:

Table I
Example Routing Table

(Filter output)t : Vi * Yi-12
The unfiltered signal and filter output are summed over a
one-secondperiod to calculatethe "filter leakagefraction"
as follows:

Filter leakage fraction :

1s

lV,+ V;_lzl

) lvil + lv;-rzl
The Ieakage fraction will be zero for an ideal sinusoid input.
Because the VFIB waveform is not an ideal sinusoid, a
higher leakage fraction is used as the threshold for detection of this condition. Additionally, the average frequency
must be in the range of physiologically occurring VFIB (2-9
Hz). If the leakage fraction and frequency criteria are met for
three consecutive seconds, the VFIB alarm is sounded.
This ventricular-fibrillation
detection algorithm and the
improved heart-beat detector with decreased susceptibility
to muscle-motion artifacts together form a very effective
basic ECG monitor.

DataCommunication
Communication among the processors in one equipment
cabinet is accomplished using HP-IB and HP's custom PHI
interface. HP-IB is a desirable communication method be
cause a high data-transfer rate is possible, several simultaneous listeners to one message can be designated, and a
very good peripheral chip (PHI) is available. The HP-IB
controller function is normally assumed by the communications processor, but will be taken over by the display
processor in the event of communication-processor failure.
The controller routes messages based on a routing table
(Table I) that is initialized at power-on.
The data transfer cycle, outlined in Fig. 5, is initiated
each 32 ms when the controller sends a sync tap message to
all processors. This message triggers all time-dependent
Slope starts 200 ms
after previous QRS event.
Initial Value = Average QRS Height

Inhibitory Period
(No beat detection possible)
Slope = -0.625 Average QRS Height

Final Value = 0.5 Average QRS Height.

Fig.3. Graphof the cardiotachometerthresholdfor detecting
heart beats. The inhibitorypenod imposed after a beat ts
detected reduces the possibilityof countrngthe T portion of
the waveformas a separatebeat.

R denotes receiver of message, L indicates that the communication
processor is a listener when recording waves.
Message
ECG
HR Parameter
Record Request
Interface Commands

Communication

Display Interface Trend

LR
RR
R
R

Note: All receiver entries are eliminated for an absent or malfunctioning processor. For example, iftrend is absent, system initialization will remove entries from its column.

activities in each processor. The sync taps act as a time
reference so that each processor in the system operates on a
common time base. Next, the controller sets up each of the
processors in turn as a talker to output data to other processors. For each message, the processor is set up as a talker
with the controller as listener for a two-byte transfer that
contains the data ID. The data ID is examined and listeners
are set up as determined by the controller's data-routing
table. A data transfer is then enabled which is terminated by
the talker sending the EoI (end or identify) message. The
sequence of transferring the ID, setting up listeners, and
transferring data continues until that processor has no more
data to output. The remaining processors are handled in the
same way until all have output data.
Initialization of the communication system consists of
determining which processors are present and functioning
correctly and initializing the routing table with permanent
listeners for each of the data messages. For example, ECG
data is output by the interface processor and received by the
display processor for formatting on the screen. The datarouting table is modified dynamically during normal operation whenever users of data are added or deleted. For instance, the communications processor is set up as a listener
of ECG data while recording the ECG waveform.
The PHI chip has a number of capabilities that make
operation of this scheme easier and less time critical. First,
it uses eight-word, first-in-first-out input and output buffers
(FIFOs) that give a grace period to listeners and talkers
before the processor must wait due to HP-IB handshake
hold-up. A processor that is set up to listen must recognize
this fact, and then start data reception. This process starts
when the controller issues a listen command. This creates
an interrupt in the receiving processor, but the sending
processor is not held up until both its outbound FIFO and
the receiver's inbound FIFO are full.
Another valuable PHI feature is the handshake abort. The
PHI generates an interrupt whenever a read operation is
attempted from an empty inbound FIFO or a write operation
is attempted into a full outbound FIFO. This interrupt is
used to move the program counter back one location before
the next instruction is executed, which effectively repeats
the instruction. Thus, a very tight loop for inputting or
outputting data can be used without needing to check for
FIFO status before each operation, resulting in a programmed data-transfer rate of 200K-bytes/s. This rate is
twice as fast as is Dossible when the status is checked be-
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2 Hz<t<g Hz
Fig.4. Block diagram of the VFIB
detector.
fore each operation.

Recorderand HardCopierSharing
One of the 78500Seriescontributions is a greaterability to
share recordersamong a number of patients. A single recorder can be shared by up to 32 patients (B maximum
previously) resulting in much lower cost. Also, single and
dual-channel recording capabilities can be mixed and
shared,minimizing the effectsof recorder failure.
To accomplishrecordersharing,all PICs (up to four) and
the sharedrecordersare connectedin a serial communication loop. Data is transferredusing a bit-oriented data protocol which was chosen because:
1. A small inexpensive cable can be used
2. The protocol allows for destination addressing of
messages
3. The speedis sufficient for transfer of 6250 bytes/s
4. Arbitrary data is allowed (no special charactersare used
as delimiters).
5. Transmissiondistancesof 60 metres are required.
The protocol codes delimiters (flags) as a series of six
ones, and insures that normal data never has six ones by
stuffing a zero whenever five ones are detectedin the data
stream. The stuffing and destuffing, as well as cyclicredundancy-check(CRC) error generation and checking,
are handled by an interfacechip and thus aretransparentto
the processor.A typical data messageconsistsof an opening flag, address(of the destination unit), data,CRCvalue,
and closing flag.
When powered on, one of the PICsbecomesmasterof the
serial loop; the othersare slaves.The masterhasthe responsibility for active device detection,allocation of devicesto
various centers,time/dateacquisition (from a recorder)and
distribution (to centers),loop integrity determination,and
32-ms clock distribution. Active device detection is accomplished by directing a messageto the addressof every
potential instrument each secondand waiting for a reply,
which must arrive within 200 gs for the device to be detected.
Every 32 ms a sequenceof events occurs on the serial
loop. The sequencestartswith the mastercentersending a
sync tap messageto all devices using the "all units" address.Next, the master sendsany recorder allocation messages(e.g.,granting or releasinga recorder).Depending on
the sync-tap number (0-31), a census tap, time tap, time
26 newlerr-pacKAnDJoURNAL
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distribution, self-test, or status tap is performed with any
appropriate replies. If the master has recorders assigned to
itself it outputs waveform, annotation, and motor control
messages to its recorders. When finished the master passes
control to the first slave center on the loop. This slave sends
any pending recorder allocation messages, then deals with
the recorders assigned to it. Then it passes control to the
next slave which performs similar operations. The last slave
in the loop passes control back to the master.
Reception of a messageaddressed to a unit is detected by
the unit's interface chip and a processor interrupt is generated. Because of the delay in responding to an interrupt in
the PIC it is not possible to guarantee that the processor will
be able to read the first data word before a second word has
arrived and destroyed the first (word arrival period is 24
ps). So, to avoid message loss, any message to a PIC is
preceded by a wake-up message whose purpose is to generate an interrupt in the receiving processor so that it will be
able to read the real message without losing any words. The
wake-up message alerts the receiving processor about
100 ps before it must start reading the data.

OperatingSystem
Eachof theprocessors
hasa numberof competingtasksto
perform at any given time. Such tasks as HP-IB data transfer,
waveform sampling, and serial-loop data handling must be
given very high priority, and are performed as interrupt
routines. Other tasks, such as waveform display updating,
HP-IB data preparation, and waveform analysis must be
completed within each 32-ms period. However, there are
other tasks that can be performed on a time-available basis
after these tasks are completed. Some of these tasks are
parameter sampling, display updating, recorder allocation,
and trend-plot formatting. If several of these lower-priority
tasks exist at a given time, a mechanism must exist both for
determination of what is to be done first and for communication between the various activities. Instead of providing a
unique means ofprocessor allocation in each processor, the
same operating system is used in each processor.
To accommodate the various tasks that need to be performed simultaneously, the operating system allows a
number of processes to be active at any given time. Each
process has an associated priority, and the operating system
insures that the highest-priority ready process is running. A

Communications sends sync tap to all processors +

+Processor

outputs data lD

+

Display outputs data to other processors+

L

Processor outputs dala

I
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+

Controller deactivates listeners (Unlisten)
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Above sequence repeats until all data output

I
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(End of Data)

sets up processor as talker
"onrro,t",
Processor outputs "No More Dala"
Controller pertorms above with next processor

Fig. 5. Ihe HP-IBdata communtcationsequence(a) is initiatedevery32 ms. The data transfel
details(b) apply to any noncontroller(e.9. display,interfaceprocessor)on the HP-lB.
lower-priority process is suspended when a higher-priority
process is initiated. Process initiation is accomplished
using a subroutine provided by the operating system. INITIATE (SrAnr -LOORESS,PRIORITY,PARAMETER) is used
to initiate a process with a given priority. Any currentlyrunning process can initiate another process, and the initiated process then runs to completion on a time-available
basis independent of the initiating process.
Two mechanisms are provided for process communication and coordination, critical regions (see page 28) and
semaphores. Critical regions provide a mechanism that insures that only one process at a time is "in the region."
Critical regions are used extensively to insure exclusivity
without counting. Semaphores, on the other hand, count
the number of signal operations (similar to an exit for a
critical region) and allow immediate resumption of processes that wait on the semaphore if the number of unused
signal operations is greater than zero. Semaphores are signalled when a message that must be processed by a lowerpriority process arrives. In caseswhere more than one message may arrive before processing of the first is complete,
the processing loop waits on the semaphore and will therefore run once for each message that arrives. Semaphores are
implemented with the subroutines WAIT (semaphore #)
and StGIvaL (semaphore +). these subroutines respectively decrement and increment the semaphore count. An
active process, therefore, may be in one of several states:
running, ready to run when processor time is available,
waiting for a critical region to become empty, or waiting for
a signal operation on a semaphore.
The operating system is very efficient and occupies only

about 350 words of ROM. It also requires five words of RAM
for each process and two words of RAM for each semaphore
or critical region. Approximately 100 g,s is required for the
typical operating system subroutine call.
In addition to flexibility of process scheduling and freedom from the problems associated with other methods of
scheduling, the operating system allows use of some very
powerful debugging techniques. When no other processes
are active, normal operation conducts as the lowest-priority
task a RAM verification test and a ROM check-sum test. In
normal operation, therefore, these tasks are performed on a
time-available basis.
During development, however, there are two other tasks
that can be substituted for these memory tests. The first
executes a loop that creates a frequency-countercompatible output pulse for each millisecond that the processor executes the code. By connecting a frequency
counter, the percent of remaining unused time can be
determined from the measured frequency: 10 Hz equals one
percent. The second and most powerful use of the lowestpriority task is the running of a debugging program that
interacts with a terminal to provide real-time memory
examination and modification without interrupting normal
real-time system operation. This examination and modification are done simultaneously with normal operation.
This capability has provided some very powerful debugging techniques. Derived values and statesof various stored
parameterscan be examined in real time and the responseto
uncommon or infrequent situations can be tested. This
synergistic use of an operating system and a resident debugger running as the lowest-priority task has proved very
NovEN,4BER
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Critical Regions for ProcessCommunication and Coordination
The concept of critical regionsas a methodfor resourcesharing The masteralso assigns recordersto individualcenters (allocation
and processcommunicationwas used in severalareas in the 78500 process),To insurethat the local requestlists and the master'slist
agreewheneverrecordersare assigned,a globalcriticalregion(Fig.
PatientInformationCenterseries.
'1
A critical region has two possible states---€mptyand full. Two
)was implementedto protect all local and masterlists.So, before
operationsare possiblewith respect to a critical region---entering any list can be changed,the global region must be entered by the
and exiting.Executionof the entryoperationwhen a regionis empty modifyingprocess.
The master,in additionto allocationduties,managesthis critical
will make the region full, and the enteringprocesswill continue
immediately.However,executionof the entry operationwhen the region. lt accepts requeststo enter the global region via the serial
regionis fullwillcausethe enteringroutineto be suspendeduntilthe loop, and acknowledgesthese entry requestswhen the region is
regionis empty (causedby an exit operationfrom anotherprocess). empty.The requestingcentermay then modifyits localrequestlist (a
Entryand exit operationsmust be protectedto insurethat one and messageis passed to the master,updating its requestlist) or relinquish a previouslyassignedrecorder.Finally,an EXtr REGtoN
only one entry is allowed before each exit.
mesThe critical region concept was implementedin the operating sage is sent to the masterallowingeitheranotherunit or the allocasystemthat is a part of each of the processors.Two subroutinesare tion process to enter the global region. In this way, the local and
provided: ENTER-REG|oN
(REG|oN-NUTilBER)
(REGroN master requestlists will be the same wheneverrecordersare alloand EX|I-REGroN
NUTilBER).
All regionsare initializedto empty at power-on.A process cated or released.
will havecontrolreturnedto the instructionafter
callingelrrrn-necroru
the call eitherimmediately(if the regionwas empty)or laterwhen the
region becomes empty.
Thisfacilityis usedfor severalpurposes.First,mutualexclusionis
implementedusing critical regions. In the display processor,the
code convertsASCllJormatcodes intobit-map
character-processor
Global Critical
patternsfor charactersand graphics. This code is protected by a
Region
and is called by processes
criticalregionbecauseit is non-reentrant
of variouspriorities.Beforeexecutingthe character-processor
code,
All data within
a processmust enterthe character-processor
criticalregionand be
this area can be
modified only when
suspended if the character processor is being used by another
a PIC is "in the region"
process.Mutualexclusionis alsousedto protectdata structuresf rom
multipleconflictingaccess.
(Only one unit at a time)
;
A second major use of criticalregionsis for periodictiming.A
i
routinethatmustbe runat periodicintervalsis coded as a loopwhose
execution is triggered by a timing routine that leaves the critical
regionat the desiredrate.For example,updatingthe parameterson
the screenat periodicintervalsis handledin thisway. lf the processor
becomeshighly used, such as during display changes,this implementationhas the featurethat the screenupdatecode willonly be
executed once, even though the timing routine may have left the
Thisimplementatron
criticalregionseveraltimes.
alsoremovestiming
considerationsfrom the periodic functioncode.
A critical region was also used to insurethat recorderallocation
amonga numberof PlCsis handledproperly.Eachof the PlCshas a
numberof processesthat can requestand stop recordings.A recording is started when a record request message from the HP-IB is
Mast€rUnlt
olaced in a circularreceivebuffer.Each PIC maintainsa local list of
pending record requestsand recordingsin progress.The master
pendingrequestfromeachunit.
Fig.1. Diagram defining the concept of global critical region
centermaintains
the highest-priority

li

powerful and time-saving.
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MainframeLink
An InteractiveHP3000/lBM
Morethana 3270emulator,lMLl3000provideshigh-level
rnfrinsicsfor interactivedata interchange,and an inquiry
and developmentfacilitythat makesHP 3000sysfem
terminals
lookliketerminals
attachedtotheIBMmainframe.
by Gonnie J. lshida

NTIL RECENTLY.AN HP 3000 USER could communicate with an IBM mainframe system only in
batch mode, using MRIE or RfE. Since IBM mainframe systems originally developed as batch machines,
with interactive accessadded later, batch accessto IBM
systemswas an important first step. The next step, interactive access,is provided by a new HP 3000 softwareproduct called Interactive Mainframe Link (IML/3000). Using
IML, the communications path to the mainframe is by
emulation of an IBM 3270cluster control unit with attached
devicesusing binary synchronous communications (BSC)
protocol.
The IBM 3270 information display system is a popular
family of IBM terminals.A remote 3270systemconsistsof a
cluster control unit with up to 32 attached CRT display
terminalsor printing devices.The327Ooperateson a leased
line to the remote IBM host and up to 32 control units may
be multidropped off the same leased line. Becauseof the
popularity of the 3270 terminal, 3270 remote communications protocol has evolved as a standard for interactive
accessto IBM (or compatible) mainframe systems.A 3270
remotely attachedto an IBM mainframe may be used in a
mainframesessionunder Time Sharing Option (TSO),or in
conjunction with a teleprocessingmonitor to enter and
retrieve data from the mainframe. IBM software packages
CICS (Customer Information Control System) and IMS
DB/DC (Information Management System Data Base/Data
Communications) are teleprocessingmonitors that interfacebetweenthe 327Oterminal and the mainframeapplication program and data base.
IML/3000 gives the HP 3000 user accessto mainframe
sessions,data bases,and applications programs. IML has
two modes of interactive access.The major mode of access
is provided by a set of statements,or intrinsics, which are
callablefrom an HP 3000user program.The intrinsics provide high-level useraccessto the databeing communicated
to the IBM host. The intrinsics allow program-to-program
communication between HP 3000 systemsand IBM mainframes.
The other mode of IML accessis provided by the inquiry
and development facility (IDF) of IML/3000. This mode
allows a userat an HP 264X block-modeterminal connected
to the HP 3000 to log on to the IBM system as if the HP
terminal were a 3270 terminal attachedto the mainframe.
IML/3000 takes advantageof the HP 3000'sintelligent network processor(INP),using the INP to perform most of the
3270 control unit functions and handle the BSC protocol.
INP is a microprocessor-based
communications controller
that relievesthe HP 3000 of the burden of such functions as

protocol processing and 327Odata stream encoding and
decoding.
Design Objectives
IML is designed to provide HP users with interactive
accessto their IBM mainframes,but it is designed to be
more than just another 3270 emulator. Major design objectives were to provide customereaseof use,to minimize the
impact on HP 3000 system performanceby fully using the
intelligent network processor(INP), to complement existing HP data communicationsproducts, and to make a contribution in the area of distributed data processing.
The intrinsics can be used within an HP application program in conjunction with the products V/3000 and
IMAGE/3000 to create a distributed data base between the
HP system and the remote host. If a request for information
is enteredfrom a V/3000screen,the requesteditem will be
searchedfor in the local IMAGE/3000data base.If the item
is not found locally, then the IML intrinsics can be used to
form an inquiry to the IBM host to retrieve the information
from the remote data base.IML makes the host's response
availableto the HP 3000 program,which may then update
the local data baseand relay the responseto the requestor
through V/3000. The HP customer decides how much or
how little of the host data baseto dishibute. Some of the
host application program functions might even be distributed to the HP application program. The HP application
programmer'sconcernsfocus on databasesynchronization
without the added burden of protocol or control unit data
stream encoding and decoding.
IML can be used with an existing host application or an
entirely new application can be developedon both the host
and the HP system.In such a caseIML provides a meansfor
program-to-programcommunication. The 3270 screen
image can be used as a buffer for passing messages.The
screenpanels can be simplified, since there is no longer a
need to give operator instructions or to format the screen
visually.
IML/3000 fulfills the need for interactive accessto IBM
mainframesbut goes beyond this to provide a method for
distributed data processingbetween IBM mainframesand
HP 3000 systems. HP distributed systems software, DS/
3000,can be used at the sametime as IML/3000 to combine
HP-to-HPand HP-Io-IBM communications.
lMU3000 Organization
IML consistsof several modules: a set of intrinsics. the
IDF, a managerprogram, a monitor, and the INP software,
which includes the control unit and protocol driver (see
NOVEI\,4BER
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READFIELD, specifying a field number, without knowing
exactly where that data is within the screen image. Ease of
use for the HP application programmer was the goal, giving
the program access to the data without a need to be concerned with 3270 or BSC protocol. The user may think in
terms of field numbers, for which READFIELD and
WRITEFIELDare provided, or in terms of locations within
the screen, for which READSCREENand STREAv3zTo are
provided. The TRAN3zzointrinsic is used to send the modified data within the screen to the host and the RECV3270
intrinsic is used by the program to accept the new host data.
The IML intrinsics can be used with standard IiO or in
no-wait I/O mode. The HP 3000 Multiprogramming Executive intrinsics IOWAIT and IODONTWAIT have been adapted
slightly for use as IML intrinsics.
The IML/3000 inlrinsics are;
OPEN3270

WRITEFIELD

STREAM32TO

TRAN327O
Fig.1. lMLl3000conslstsof severalmodulesand usestheHP
3000's intelligentnetwork processor (INP) to minimize the
impact on the HP 3000system.The intrinsicsare statements
that are callable from HP 3000 user programs. Theinquiry and
development facility (IDF) allows a user at an HP termrnal
connected to the HP 3000 to log on to the host IBM systemlike
a 3270 terminal.
Fig. 1). IML acts as a 3270 BSC control unit with up to 32
attached devices, where a device is either a user program or
an IDF terminal. Additional control units may be supported
by running IML on additional INPs. The application programs and IDF terminals read and write data into their
screen images by calling the IML intrinsics. The monitor
serves as a multipexer for all transmit and receive requests
from the intrinsics. The monitor communicates to the INP
control unit and BSC protocol driver. The IML manager
program allows an IML manager to define a configuration
file for the control unit, start and stop IML and the communications subsystem trace facility, display the current
status of IML, and acquire and release terminals for IDF use.

RECV327O

READFIELD
READSCREEN
SCREENATTR
FIELDATTR

ERR327O

Intrinsics
TheIML intrinsicsprovideaccess
to IBMhostsystems
for

VERS3270

HP application programs written in COBOL, FORTRAN,
BASIC and SPL.The IML managerusessecurity statements
in the IML configuration file to define accessto the intrinsics for users and programs. The intrinsics simplify user
accessto the host data. For example. the user can call

T{ESET3270
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CLOSE3270

Used to start communications with the
host. A device is opened by allocating
the internal screen buffer and the host is
told that the device is now active.
Writes the data specified by the calling
program into the specified unprotected
field.
Starting from a given position this intrinsic moves across the screen entering
data in fields it encounters. The stream
of data may include special characters to
indicate cursor movement and other
functions within the screen panel.
Indicates that the user program wishes
to transmit the modified data in the
screen to the host. This intrinsic interfaces with the IML monitor to accomplish the transmission.
The user program receives a screen that
has been newly modified by the host.
The internal screen image was already
updated, so this intrinsic merely
acknowledges the user program's acceptance of the new screen data.
Reads data from the specified field for
the user program.
Reads part or all of the internal screen
image.
Returns information about the screen,
such as cursor position.
Returns information about the specified
field, such as the attributes of the field
and the length of the data within the
field.
Returns the error message associated
with the specified intrinsic error
number from the IML message catalog.
Returns the current version of the IMLi
3000 software running on the system.
Equivalent to pressing the reset key,
which enables the keyboard. The 327O
keyboard is disabled after a transmit key
is pressed.
Closes this device, informs the host that

the device is powered off and terminates
IML use for the user program.
The following
IOWAIT

IODONTWAIT

ABORT327O

intrinsics are for use with no-wait I/O:
Waits for completion of a previous no-

wait I/O request.
Checks for completion of a previous
no-wait I/O request.If there is a completion, the user is informed, otherwisethe
intrinsic returns without waiting for any
completion.
Aborts an outstanding no-wait
request.
TRAN3270
or RECV3270

Inquiryand DevelopmentFacility
facility(IDF)was
TheIML/3000inquiryanddevelopment
written asan application program,so that it interfacesto the
3270 datathrough the IML intrinsics in the samemanneras
any user programwould. IDF usesthe IML intrinsics to read
the data from the internal screenimage and composesthe
datastreamwith the necessaryescapesequencesto display
the screenon an HP 264X block-mode terminal. When the
user hits the ENTERkey on the terminal, IDF reads the
screenand then usesthe IML intrinsics to update the internal screenimage.IDF then calls TRANszToto send the data
to the host. IDF makesuse of the no-wait I/O intrinsics to be
interrupted either by the user at the terminal or by the
receipt of a responsefrom the host.
The 264X softkeysare used to implement the 3270 program function, program attention, and clear keys. A 3270
has either '12or 24 program function keys, which are implemented on a single 264X softkey. When this key is
struck, IDF readsthe screenand then displaysa small menu
to ask the user which program function key is desired.
There are other differencesbetweenthe HP and IBM terminals that preclude the use of IDF in a dedicated data entry
mode. The purpose of IDF is to provide a tool that easily
allows a standardHP block-modeterminal to be used to log
on to a remote IBM system. IDF can be used for program
development on the host or for casualinquiry to host programs or data bases.
IMU3000 Manager
The IML managermodule is used by the IML manager,a
person who is responsiblefor constructingthe IML configuration file. This file specifiesthe IML environment and the
users,programs,and HP terminals that can accessthe IML
intrinsics and IDF. This file may also specify HP terminals
that areautomaticallyacquiredfor IDF when IML is started.
The managercan start and stop the subsystem,turn communications subsystem(CS)trace on and off, and acquire
other terminals for IDF use. The concept of having an IML
managerdoes not require that the managerhave accessto
the console. However, there is also a console type command, IMLCONTROL,
which can startand stop IML and turn
CS trace on and off. The managercan display information
about devicesand line(s) in use.The IML managermodule
and IvLCorvTRoLare designedto answerthe varying needs
of customersfor control of the IML subsvstem.

lMU3000 Monitor
The IML monitor is the master controller for the entire
subsystem.When the IML subsystemis started, the IML
monitor is created as a process.It remains active in the
systemuntil the subsystemis terminated.The IML manager
program servesas a pathway for the IML managerto speak
to the monitor.
The IML monitor multiplexes requestswithin the subsystem. It interfacesto the INP code through the communications subsystem(CS).The monitor also interfacesto the IML
The manager module
intrinsics TRAN3270and RECVszzo.
passesrequests(START,STOP,TRACE,etc.)to the monitor.
When the subsystemis started, the monitor calls the CS
intrinsic COPENto send the IML download file to the INP.
After the INP memory has been successfullydownloaded
and initialized, a positive responseis returned through CS
to the monitor, and IML is started.Since up to 32 devices
can be in use at one time, the IML monitor takes care of
queueing TRAN3270requestsfor the INP.
Intelligent Network Processor Software
The 327Odisplay doesnot scroll; it functions only in page
mode. The 3270 screenformat was designedfor data entry
and allows the IBM application programmer to design
screenpanels and define fields anywhere within the panels.
Fields within 3270 screenpanels are delimited by special
characters called attribute characters. IML maintains an
internal character-by-characterimage of the screenfor each
device on the control unit. This screenimage is passedto
the INP software, which accessesthe screenimage to encode and decodethe outbound and inbound data streams.
The screen image is passedback from the INP to the HP
3000 where it is maintained in an extra data segment.The
extra data segment also contains the field offsets to locate
the attribute characters within the screen panel.
The INP download file for IML consists of three major
processes.There is a physical driver/editor which is responsiblefor placing outbound charactersonto the line and
for accepting and analyzing inbound characters.A BSC
protocol data stream is transferred between the physical
driver/editor and the second process, the line control
monitor. The line control monitor dealswith BSC protocol
and transfers327O data streams(lessthe BSC protocol) to
the third process,the control unit. The conhol unit process
interfaceswith the IML monitor on the HP 3000 to obtain
necess€lryscreen images.The control unit constructsoutbound 327O dala streamsfrom the screen image and also
decodesthe host commandsand orderswithin an inbound
3270 datastream.Thus the INP takescareof all the protocol
and the screenimage is returned to the 3000.
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InteractiveMainframeLink/3000
HP Model 32229A 3270 Emulator Software
FEATURES
. Programmaticaccess and update: Allows user-writtenprograms in COBOL, COBOL ll,
BASIC, FORTRAN,or SPL to access or update,in an on-line fashion,files or data bases
on the host mainframe,through host applicationprograms.
. All lMU3000 program statements("intrinsics") are high-levelproceduresfor maximum
programmerproductivity.
. Providestor a smooth transitionto distributedprocessingwith the Hp 3OOOffom centralized host processing;allows ofuoading ot tetepreessing functionfrom the host maintrame to the HP 3000.
o lMU3000 intrinsics may be used in HP 3000 programs with the intrinsicsof any other
HP 3000 sotlwareproduct-IMAGE/3000, V/3000,KSAM/300O,DS/3OOO-Iodevetopvery
powerlul and flexible applicatlons.
. Inquiry and Development Facility: allows direct ac@ss to CICS, lMS, TSO. or other
leleprocessing or timesharing applications on the host from Hp terminals, without
requiringprogrammingon the HP 3000.
. Simple keyboard commands allow the user to switch between a local Hp 3OOOsession
and remote access to the host mainframethrough Inquiry and DevelopmentFacility.
. lMU3000 uses the IntelligentNetworkprmessor (tNp) hardwareinterfaceto the Hp 3OOO
lo otfload $me ol the mmmunications overhead from the Hp 3OOOCpU.
. Up to 32 HP programsusing lMU3000 intrinsics,or printersand terminatsusing Inquiry
and OevelopmentFacility (lDF), may communicate with the host mainframe at a time
over a leased @mmunicationsline at speeds up to 9600 bits per second, subject to
normal performanceconsiderations.
o Can share multidropleased lines with existing bisync IBM 3270 control unils.
HOST COMPATIAILITY
lMU3000 is compatiblewith:
. Mainlrameteleprocessing/timesharing
software: CICS, IMS OB/DC, TSO.
o Standard versions of BTAM, TCAM, and WAM.
IML is currenlly not compatiblewith CMS (ConversationalMonitor System).
. Note. To be used with |MU30O0,host applicationsmust use IBM 3270 screen sizes of
480 or 1920 chtracters and transmit data blocks not exceeding 2O4Bcharacters.
Your Hewlett-PackardSystemsEngineerwill qualifyyour hostoperalingenvironmentprior
to orderingot lMU3000 to determinewhether lMUSOoOcompatibilitvhas been verifiedin
an snvironmenlsimilarto yours.
HP 3fl'O REOUIREMENTS
o Requires IntelligentNetwork Processor(lNp) hardware interfacefor the Hp 3OOO.
. Terminalssupportedby Inquiryand DevelopmentFacitity(tDF): Hp 26408,2640N,
26405, 2645A, 2645N,26455, 26474, 2648A connectedto AsynchronousTerminatController (ATC) or Asynchronous Oata CommunicationsController (ADCC); Hp 26454
26474, 26484 terminalsconnected by MuttipointTerminatSottware (MTS/3000).
. Terminals using Inquiry and DevelopmentFacility require 8K memory option (.12Klor
Multipoint)and display enhancementboard.
. Printerssupported by IDF:
HP-lB based systems: 26084, 2631A.
Non-HP-lBbasedsystems:26084, 2613A,2617A,2619A.
PRICEIN U,S.A.:
322294 License to use, 94200.
32229RLicenseto copy,91680.
MAI{UFACTURINGDIVISION:DATA COMMUNTCATTONS
OpEBATtON
19447 PruneridgeAvenue
Cup€rtino,Catitornia950 t 4 U.S.A.
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